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SUMMARY
The energy crisis boosts the integration of renewable energy resources (RESs)
worldwide. To develop the operation and control strategies to integrate RESs,
microgrid concept is proposed and studied. The distributed generation (DG) units
integrated in microgrids are usually connected through DG inverters.

This thesis conducts analysis, and proposes and investigates inverter operation and
control system on several different AC and DC microgrids.

The coordination and control of the inverter operation in microgrids is crucial to
integrate different RESs in power systems. This thesis investigates different problems
in the microgrid to accommodate multiple inverters while sustaining the stability and
reliability of power systems.

Firstly, a centralized control strategy incorporated in an energy management system
(EMS) is proposed for an AC based microgrid consisting of Photovoltaic (PV) panels,
battery, fuel cell and microturbine. For this inverter-interfaced AC microgrid, parallel
operation of all the inverters during both grid-connected and islanded operations is
realized through a coordinated control in the EMS with two different model predictive
control (MPC) based control modes for inverters: current control mode (CCM) and
voltage control mode (VCM). Several case studies are carried out through simulations
with detailed analysis, and the results validate that the proposed centralized control
strategy can handle different operations in both grid-connected and islanded conditions.

Secondly, the system frequency analysis of the islanded condition of an inverterinterfaced AC microgrid is conducted. A combined centralized and decentralized
control strategy is proposed using MPC based inverter control. A frequency model is
incorporated in the EMS for coordinated control among different DG units. Various
test scenarios are studied through simulations. These simulations illustrate the
frequency problems and verify that the proposed combined centralized and
decentralized control strategy can handle different operations in islanded condition.
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Thirdly, the analysis of inverter operation and control is extended to a DC microgrid to
harness the excess wind energy in a poultry farm. A double-inverter configuration
between DC bus and AC bus in the DC microgrid is proposed. A double-mode MPC
algorithm (VCM and CCM) and a control strategy in the EMS are proposed to handle
the two inverters’ operation. Several simulation tests are analyzed, and the test results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the operation and control system and the design
concept of the double-inverter operation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a general introduction to the integration of different distributed
generation (DG) units, the characteristics, the operation and control of microgrids. The
motivation, objectives, contributions and organization of the thesis are also discussed.

Introduction to the Integration of DG Units

1.1

The energy problem is one of the biggest problems which the world has encountered.
As the energy consumption of the entire world continues to increase, relying on
traditional fossil fuels is unpractical and unsustainable. Renewable energy sources
(RESs) are becoming more popular these days because of this energy problem. More
and more countries are promoting RESs to satisfy their rapidly-increasing energy
consumptions. According to [1], the percentage of RESs’ penetration in the total
global energy generation increased from 2.4% (2014) to 2.8% (2015), and RESs’
penetration in Singapore increased 7.8% from 2014 to 2015. From this data, the
energy production of RESs is steadily increasing.

For power systems, RESs such as solar and wind energy are usually harnessed in
distributed areas, which is different from the situations of traditional power plants.
Such power generations, which are integrated within power distribution systems, are
defined as DG units. It is universally acknowledged that most of the RESs are utilized
as DG units [2]. Aside from supplying power to power systems, DG units also have
many other advantages [3], [4]:


Less transmission loss



Less construction time



Low investment risk



Possibility to operate in islanded mode

However, with the current technology, high penetration of DG nits in power systems
are technically viable, as there are a few examples such as in Texas U. S., California U.
S., Denmark and Spain.
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1.1.1

Integration of Photovoltaic (PV) Power Generation

Research works about utilizing PV power generation can be found as early as 1839
when French scientist Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect while
experimenting with an electrolytic cell comprised of two metal electrodes placed in an
electricity-conducting solution [5]. Since the power transmitted from the sun can be
regarded as eternal compared to a human’s lifespan, PV power generation technology
has grown rapidly through the years of development. This development is not only
reflected in the increased efficiency of the power conversion from solar energy to
electrical energy, it is also reflected in the continuously increasing penetration of PV
power generation in power systems around the world [6], [7].

However, even though the penetration of PV power generation increased in the past
few decades, the percentage of PV power generation in total power generation from all
sources still remains as low as 1~2% worldwide [1]. The reasons why it is difficult to
integrate a significant amount of PV power generation are mainly because of night
time zero generation and system stability issues due to its intermittent nature.

PV power generation is directly linked to solar irradiance where the PV panels are
installed. It is obvious that PV power generation cannot operate during the night
because there is no sun. This means that PV power generation cannot generate power
consistently throughout the day and night. Therefore, if PV power generation is to
make a large penetration in the power system, possible solutions need to be proposed
to meet nighttime power consumption. Many research works [8], [9] have been
analyzing how to compensate for the power generation at night when PV power
generation is zero. Most of the research works proposed the use of energy storage
systems (ESSs) which can store energy during the period when the generation is larger
than the demand [9]. Since night time is a rather long period, the most important
factors are the capacity of the ESSs and the energy management issue. These types of
problems can be solved ultimately by providing ESSs with excessive capacities when
the price of the ESS is reduced to such a level that installing such large ESSs becomes
economically viable.
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Additionally, the solar irradiance can also change significantly during the day. Figure
1-1 shows the solar irradiance detected from a PV panel on the rooftop of the School
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering in Nanyang Technological University (NTU).
From Figure 1-1, the variations in solar irradiance are quite significant. Since the
output from PV power generation is proportional to the solar irradiance on the PV
panels [10], it is inevitable that PV power generation will fluctuate under such an
unstable solar irradiance.
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Figure 1-1: A solar irradiance sample on the rooftop inside the NTU campus.

1.1.2

Integration of Wind Power Generation

As another RES, wind energy is also very promising to be integrated into power
systems with high penetration rate. Since the first power generating windmill, built by
James Blyth in 1887 [11], wind power generation has developed for over a century.
New types of wind power generation are being discovered and investigated around the
world. Offshore wind power generation [12] is now very popular in research facilities
and universities, and all these developments show us a bright future for wind power
generation.

However, many problems occur during the integration of wind power generation. Like
PV power generation, wind power generation can also be greatly affected by external
3
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environmental conditions such as wind speed, wind direction, etc. Solutions to these
kinds of problems are already implemented in industrial wind turbines (WTs). The
WTs nowadays can track the wind direction and maintain a constant speed when the
wind speed varies.

Apart from external condition problems, grid integration problems are complicated
and challenging as well. The direct output from wind power generation is usually in
the form of low level AC power. To supply power to a power system, the WTs are
usually connected to the distribution network through a rectifier and an inverter.
However, if one WT uses one rectifier and one inverter to operate normally, it will be
very expensive to increase the penetration of wind power generation. Therefore,
researchers discovered that introducing a DC network in the integration process of
wind power generation [12] can greatly decrease the number of inverters which are
needed. Figure 1-2 shows the integration of wind power generation through a DC
network.

Wind
Turbines

Wind
Turbines

AC/DC

AC/DC

DC
Network
AC/DC

Wind
Turbines

AC/DC

Wind
Turbines

AC/DC

To grid
& load

Figure 1-2: Integration of wind power generation through a DC network.

From Figure 1-2, this kind of network configuration will reduce the use of inverters.
One of the biggest advantages of this configuration is that it reduces the installation
and maintenance costs. With such a configuration, large penetration of wind power
generation becomes more realistic and economical. However, this configuration will
also bring stability problems to the operation of the distribution network. Since the
number of inverters is reduced, the operation of the inverters is critical to wind power
generation. As shown in Figure 1-2, when a technical failure occurs in the inverter
4
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between the DC network and the grid, the distribution network will suddenly lose all
the WTs. If the wind power penetration in the distribution network is relatively high, a
blackout may happen when the energy management system (EMS) in the distribution
network cannot solve the power imbalance problem.

1.1.3

Integration of Energy Storage System (ESS)

Apart from RESs, there are many other types of DG units. The most commonly used
DG units in a microgrid, other than RESs, are ESSs.

ESSs in power systems refer to devices which store energy that can be used to supply
electrical power to power systems under certain circumstances (e.g., power imbalance
[13], reactive power compensation [14], etc.). There are many different types of ESSs
found in related research works, such as pumped hydro ESS [15], flywheel ESS [16],
and battery ESS (BESS) [17]. Among these different types of ESSs, BESS is the most
commonly used one in recent research works.

BESS utilizes a storage battery (SB) to store electrical energy, which can be supplied
directly to the distribution system through a DC/DC converter and an inverter [9].
Because an SB can generate power within a short response time as it is a power
electronic device, SB is widely used in the research of microgrids to solve some
stability problems [18]. However, there are some technical issues associated with
BESS which must be addressed.

The energy capacity of an SB should be fixed before installation, which means that the
SB cannot generate power infinitely. Therefore, it is very important to implement a
battery energy management system (BEMS) to control the charging and discharging of
the SB. Managing the state of charge (SOC) of an SB using various methods [19], [20]
can reduce the required capacity of the SB, reduce charging cost and sustain normal
operation of the microgrid.

Apart from the energy management problem mentioned above which has been
investigated for a long time, the control algorithms for the inverter which are used by
5
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most of the research works have not changed much in the past few decades.
Proportional integral derivative (PID) control algorithm and proportional-resonant (PR)
control algorithm are the two main algorithms which are widely used for inverter
control. For these control algorithms, tuning of gains (i.e., proportional gain, integral
gain, etc.) is necessary and very crucial because the response time and the system
stability greatly rely on the selection of the gains. In addition, it is difficult to
implement any constraints in the control since constraints are not supported naturally.
Besides, these controllers can only work together with pulse-width-modulation (PWM)
generators, which makes the control system complicated and expensive. Compared to
the energy management problem, the control algorithm problem has a direct impact on
the system stability. Therefore, it would be more meaningful to study and investigate
the control algorithm for the inverter.

1.1.4

Integration of Micro-Turbine (MT)

Micro-turbines (MTs) are small combustion turbines which have the power capacity of
25kW to 1MW [21]. Different MTs use different types of fuels in the combustion
chamber. Mostly, the commercial MTs nowadays use non-renewable energy sources,
such as natural gas and coal. The energy efficiency of an MT commonly ranges from
20% to the low 30% range [21], which is lower than a combined cycle gas turbine.
However, as a type of DG, MT can be installed near the load which can greatly reduce
the installation cost. Also, the emissions of MT can be controlled to an extremely low
level [21].

MT is connected to a power system through a rectifier and an inverter because the AC
output of an MT is usually different from the operating voltage and frequency of the
distribution network, which can be seen in Figure 1-3. Since a rectifier and an inverter
are important components which connect an MT to the grid and load, the control
algorithms of these two electronic devices need to be studied.
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Figure 1-3: A schematic diagram of an MT connecting to grid and load.

The function of the rectifier in the configuration of Figure 1-3 is usually to maintain
the DC link voltage at the desired level, the control algorithm is then to achieve the
maximum power point tracking and to govern the speed of the rotating generator. As
the focus of this thesis is to study the microgrid operation and its control strategy, such
maximum power point tracking and speed control are not considered to study here,
and the attention is given to the control algorithm of the DG inverters.

Introduction to the Microgrid Concept

1.2

Traditional power systems typically consist of four parts: generation, transmission,
distribution, and load demand [22]. Therefore, these four parts form a gigantic network
to deliver the electricity generated from online generators to end users. To solve the
energy problem mentioned in Section 1.1, the integration of DG units is necessary and
crucial. However, the increasing integration of DG units will bring many opportunities
as well as challenges [23], [24]:


Accommodating different types of DG units, some of which have intermittent
power generation characteristics.



Developing energy management

capability to

support

plug-and-play

functionality for different potential DG units.


Designing demand side management (DSM) with advanced energy market
functionality to encourage customer participation which can improve the
system stability.
7
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Maintaining system stability with the increasing number of DG inverters by
designing new topologies, developing new operation and control strategies, and
proposing new local control algorithms for inverter control.

Nonetheless, traditional power systems are usually developed systems with large
power and energy capacities. Modifying the facilities in traditional power systems for
the integration of different DG units are usually very costly.

Different definitions can be found [25], [26] for microgrid. Generally speaking, a
microgrid is simply a small scaled network formed with distributed electrical power
generation, storages, and loads. This aggregation of DG units and loads acts as a single
controllable entity from the distribution network’s perspective. Because of this, a
microgrid can operate either in grid-connected condition or in islanded condition. This
will require the operation and control system of the microgrid to be able to handle both
operating conditions without causing a black-out.

There are many microgrid projects (finished or ongoing) that can be found worldwide.
The objectives of these projects are mainly to test and develop the microgrid concept
through state-of-the-art technology, and research and demonstration activities. In
Singapore, under the support of the Economic Development Board (EDB) and the
National Environment Agency (NEA), Renewable Energy Integration DemonstratorSingapore (REIDS), a flagship initiative led by Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) to build the first and largest microgrid in the tropical region, has started in 2016
[27]. The strategy of REIDS is to promote research and development (R&D) of
microgrid technology to solve engineering, economic, environmental and societal
problems, to demonstrate state-of-the-art microgrid systems, to test equipment
performances, to reuse the developed solutions for Southeast Asia to promote green
energy and to electrify remote communities and islands. In the project, various types
of DG units are to be tested including PV panels, WTs, tidal turbines, diesel generators,
BESSs, and hydrogen power-to-power system (fuel cell, electrolyzer, and storage).

United States (US) has invested a lot in microgrids. In 2016, the US Department of
Energy (DOE) spent more than $10 million in microgrid R&D in the new $220 million
grid modernization program [28]. Finished in 2012, the Santa Rita Jail Microgrid
8
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project was funded by the US DOE. It aimed to demonstrate the use of the microgrid
to reduce the peak demand in normal condition and sustain the operation in islanded
condition. The microgrid includes WTs, rooftop PV panels, backup diesel generators,
fuel cell system and BESS [29].

Microgrids can be categorized in different manners. Principally, based on the network
configuration and the power types, microgrids can be divided into two large categories:
AC microgrids and DC microgrids [30]. The examples of these two different
microgrids are shown in Figure 1-4.

PCC

PCC
PV panels

DC/DC

DC/AC

WT

AC/DC

DC/AC

SB

DC/DC

DC/AC

To grid
& load

PV panels

DC/DC

WT

AC/DC

SB

DC/DC

(a)

DC/AC

To grid
& load

(b)

Figure 1-4: (a) An AC microgrid with PV panels, WT and SB; (b) a DC microgrid
with PV panels, WT and SB.

Illustrated in Figure 1-4 (a), in an AC microgrid, different DG units are connected to
the point of common coupling (PCC) through electronic devices, such as DC/DC
converters and inverters to convert the power generated from the DG units to AC
power [31]. Currently, AC microgrids are commonly found in various projects [32].
This is because AC power standards have been set up and used for a long time. In
different countries, AC networks are widely used in transmission and distribution
systems. Additionally, most of the equipment manufactured are usually according to
different AC standards to be able to enter different markets. Although AC microgrids
are more common and easier to build using existing industrial equipment, it is obvious
that redundant inverters are used which is not economical. Aside from the economic
reason, more and more loads fundamentally consume DC power. Many apparatuses,
such as cell phones and computers, usually include inverters in the power modules [33]
to convert the existing AC power to DC power for consumption.
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Therefore, the concept of DC microgrids has become popular in recent years.
Although a DC microgrid generally has a DC grid powered with DC power, the
microgrid is usually a hybrid microgrid with available DC power and AC power at the
same time [34], [35]. By doing so, DC loads can be connected directly to the DC grid,
while AC loads can still be connected to the PCC after the inverter.

As can be seen from the above, inverter operation and control in microgrids are
important for both AC microgrids and DC microgrids. This is because the operation of
a microgrid relies on DG units, while most of the DG units require DG inverters to
interface with the PCC in both AC and DC microgrids.

DG inverter operation and control are globally governed by microgrid EMS as
indicated in Figure 1-5. The EMS forecasts the DG units’ generation and load
consumption, oversees the operating status and states of the entire microgrid, and
makes decisions and optimizations based on different measurements of the states
according to different economic, systematic and environmental requirements.
Generally, EMS will adopt different operation and control strategies to maintain
normal operation and solve different problems that occur in the microgrid [26]. EMS
will send control signals, such as voltage reference, frequency reference, real power
reference, reactive power reference, to all the DG units in the microgrid. EMS will
need to sustain the operation of the microgrid in both grid-connected and islanded
conditions through the control strategies defined in it. Additionally, EMS will also
activate load shedding schemes in certain situations usually when the total generation
of all the DG units cannot meet the load demand, or for other optimization purposes.
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Microgrid EMS

DG Inverter
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Figure 1-5: An example of the operation and control structure in a microgrid

It is observed that the operation and control strategies within EMS are closely linked
to energy management, which can be inferred as a centralized approach. In a microgrid,
centralized control is essential for microgrid operation and optimization.

At a lower level of the operation and control structure in a microgrid, which is shown
in Figure 1-5, the DG inverter controller has the objectives to maintain the operation of
each DG inverter, and regulate the voltage and power outputs of the DG unit [36]. In a
centralized approach, the DG inverter controllers will receive set points directly from
the microgrid EMS and regulate their outputs [37]. However, to achieve automation in
a microgrid, a decentralized approach in the control structure is usually preferred [38].
Instead of relying heavily on the communication network and the continuous operation
of the microgrid EMS, a decentralized approach in the DG inverter controller only
uses local data which can be detected at the DG inverter side to calculate its own
references.

As mentioned above, the operation and control of DG inverters in a microgrid is
important to maintain the operation of the microgrid itself. However, there are many
challenges in controlling DG inverters in microgrids because of the following unique
characteristics:


Modeling and control are sensitive in microgrids. In a traditional power
system, the capacity of the system itself is usually very large, and the system
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can sustain huge disturbances. However, in a microgrid, small disturbances can
lead to the collapse of an entire system. Therefore, the modeling and control of
DG inverters need to be designed carefully to take into consideration such a
high-level sensitivity.


Parallel operation of DG inverters cannot be achieved through only
decentralized control in both grid-connected and islanded conditions. In
microgrids, parallel operation of DG inverters is very common since most of
the DG units are connected to the network through DG inverters. For the
operation of microgrids, DG inverters usually need to adopt different control
algorithms in grid-connected and islanded conditions because of the lack of
distribution networks in islanded condition.



No rotating mechanism results in no mechanical inertia in islanded
condition. For traditional generator, the output frequency is directly linked to
the rotating mechanism. The energy stored in the mechanical inertia that comes
with this rotating mechanism can help to regulate the system and sustain the
operation. However, in islanded condition, DG inverters have no rotating
mechanism. This makes microgrids usually exist without any mechanical
inertia. The power system, especially the frequency, is greatly affected by the
lack of inertia.



The operation of DG inverters needs to be guaranteed in DC microgrids.
As mentioned above, DC microgrids have attracted more and more attention
recently. However, with the decrease in the number of DG inverters, the
reliability of these DG inverter needs to be improved as they are the only link
to the upstream distribution networks which, under normal condition,
constantly deliver the necessary power to microgrids.

To overcome such challenges, the operation and control of DG inverters need to be
investigated, and the following points need to be addressed:


Adopt a dynamic model of DG inverter and use an advanced control
algorithm. To model the system accurately, the dynamic model of DG
inverters should be investigated and tested. More importantly, a more advanced
control algorithm which corrects the control signals with feedbacks in a smaller
time scale should be implemented.
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Combine centralized and decentralized approaches in inverter control. As
the control algorithms for DG inverters are usually different in grid-connected
and islanded conditions, a compromised control algorithm using a
decentralized approach with centralized supervision should be incorporated for
DG inverters.



Incorporate system model in DG inverters to emulate mechanical inertia
for an islanded microgrid. Since the absence of mechanical inertia causes
many stability problems in an islanded microgrid, system frequency model
needs to be incorporated to emulate the characteristics of a traditional generator.
This feature will allow DG units to work as generators, and to adopt frequency
control methods in islanded condition.



Design carefully the configuration and control strategy for DG inverters in
DC microgrids. To guarantee the normal operation of the DG inverters which
is the links in DC microgrids to the distribution network, multiple inverter
configurations should be investigated, and related operation and control
strategies need to be incorporated to sustain operation of the DG inverter links.

By considering the key points mentioned above, the operation and control of DG
inverters can be ensured for the operation of the microgrid. In both grid-connected and
islanded conditions, DG inverters should be controlled according to different control
algorithms to sustain the operation of the microgrid [39], and this will need to be
governed by EMS to manage the entire microgrid. Although islanded microgrids are
regarded as an advantage of the microgrid concept in integrating different DG units,
the operation and control within the microgrid need to be carefully designed to avoid
the collapse of the system during unintentional islanding operations. Moreover, the
parallel operation in both grid-connected and islanded conditions are important, and
decentralized control algorithms are usually preferred.

1.3

Research Motivation

The worldwide energy problems can only be solved through the utilization of RESs.
As a promising solution, microgrids are being demonstrated and investigated.
Microgrids offer many advantages over traditional power systems to integrate different
DG units which are geographically scattered, to sustain operation during islanded
13
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conditions to increase system stability and power quality, and to encourage customer
participation in power system management.

In Southeast Asia, there are numerous remote areas which have limited or no
electricity access. Geographically, there are many islands in this region. Because of the
economic situation and government policies, many places need to be electrified [40].
However, due to economical (expensive), environmental (such as typhoons) and
geographical (very far from national power networks) reasons, electrification by
extending national power networks is either impossible or time-consuming. Therefore,
microgrids are the best solutions for these areas. By using local RESs, different DG
units can be installed and connected to microgrids. Building a transmission-less power
system with the decreasing cost of the DG equipment can greatly benefit local
inhabitants with low electricity cost and low environmental impact.

On the other hand, in big cities around the world, microgrids are being built to increase
the system reliability [41], and to reduce fuel consumption [42]. Similar to the
microgrids for electrification mentioned above, these microgrids also integrate local
RESs. Different DG units are installed to harness energy from different RESs and are
regulated by microgrid EMSs.

With the number of microgrids increasing worldwide, the operation and control of the
microgrids needs to be addressed to limit the stability issues microgrids can cause, and
use microgrids to overcome different kinds of problems brought about by different
RESs. As mentioned before, fundamentally, most DG units are governed by DG
inverters through DG inverter controllers. Although using advanced control algorithms
can guarantee the stability of the power output of a single DG inverter, the operation
and control of all DG inverters within a microgrid needs to be investigated to ensure
the parallel operation of such DG inverters. Additionally, the potential of using DG
inverters to overcome different problems caused by RESs and loads should be
considered as well, such as generation intermittency and harmonic distortion problems.
This will require the operation and control of the DG inverters to include decentralized
control within the local DG inverter controllers themselves and centralized control in
the microgrid EMS. A well-designed control strategy consists of a control strategy in
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the EMS, and an inverter local control algorithm in the local controller needs to be
investigated and tested.

For islanded conditions, a decentralized control approach is still preferred. However,
in a microgrid with all inverter-interfaced DG units, no mechanical inertia exists,
resulting in the non-existence of the relationship between real power and frequency
[43]. An appropriate combination of centralized and decentralized control approaches
needs to be adopted during islanded condition to enable the decentralized control
algorithm, e.g., frequency control algorithm.

Although most of the microgrids mentioned above are AC microgrids, DC microgrids
need to be investigated as well because of obvious economic reasons and application
needs. In Singapore, poultry farms are the sources for farming meat or eggs for food.
These poultry farms use big ventilation fans to regulate the temperature in the farms
[44], [45] for the domesticated birds. Therefore, there are opportunities to harness the
excessive wind energy generated by these ventilation fans [46]. Even though the wind
generated by the ventilation fans does not bring generation intermittency issues, new
system configurations need to be studied to further reduce the cost of constructing a
microgrid for a farm. DC microgrids have the advantage over AC microgrids as fewer
inverters are required. Therefore, a DC microgrid is more suitable for the poultry
farms to harness the wind power.

In a DC microgrid, the connection between the DC grid and the PCC is very important
in maintaining system stability. To improve the reliability of the microgrid, multiple
DG inverters should be considered in the microgrid configuration. Therefore, the
parallel operation of these DG inverters needs to be investigated, and operation and
control strategies need to be designed for such an implementation of DG inverters in a
DC microgrid.

1.4

Objectives of This Thesis

Aligned with the research motivations mentioned above, this thesis focuses on the
design and development of operation and control strategies for DG inverters during
both grid-connected and islanded conditions in both AC and DC microgrids.
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The first objective of this thesis is to design the control algorithm for the local DG
inverter controller and an operation strategy in the microgrid EMS for an AC
microgrid. With this operation and control strategy, the DG inverters possess the
following functions:
1) Allow parallel operation of the DG inverters, and regulate the real and reactive
power outputs according to references during grid-connected condition.
2) Allow parallel operation of the DG inverters, and sustain the operation of the
microgrid during islanded condition by activating backup DG units within a
short response time. Adopt a droop control algorithm for load sharing among
backup DG units.
3) Compensate for harmonic distortion existing in the load currents, and improve
the power quality of the upstream distribution network.

As the research studies were carried out in an AC microgrid mentioned above, the
operation and control of such an inverter-interfaced microgrid during islanded
condition need further analysis. The second objective of this thesis is to design a
combined centralized and decentralized operation and control strategy for an inverterinterfaced AC microgrid during islanded condition. This control strategy should
control the DG inverters to perform the following duties:
1) Allow the DG inverters to sustain operation after the microgrid is disconnected
from the upstream distribution network.
2) Adopt modified frequency control methods by incorporating a system
frequency model and using a frequency based model predictive control (MPC)
local control algorithm.
3) Sustain the operation of the microgrid during islanded condition by proposing a
detailed control strategy in the EMS with load shedding capability.

The final objective of this thesis is to extend the inverter operation and control to DC
microgrids by designing and developing a DC microgrid in the poultry farm to harness
the excessive wind energy while improving the power quality and reliability of the
harnessed power by a proper operating and control strategy. This inverter control
strategy in the DC microgrid should possess the following features:
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1) Enable parallel operation of multiple DG inverters which link the DC grid and
the PCC.
2) Reduce the effect of the switching on or off of the WTs to the microgrid
operation.
3) Sustain the operation of the DC microgrid during islanded condition.

1.5

Contributions of This Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
1) This thesis investigates an AC microgrid consisting of MT, PV arrays, lithiumion SB and proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) stacks. A
centralized control approach is proposed for parallel operation of the DG
inverters, which consists of two parts: inverter control algorithms in the local
DG inverter controllers, and centralized control strategy in the microgrid EMS.
The inverter control algorithm uses a newly developed MPC algorithm with
two different control modes, i.e., current control mode (CCM) and voltage
control mode (VCM). The newly developed MPC algorithm consists of steadystate subproblem and transient subproblem which have not been addressed by
other researchers before. The centralized control strategy aims to manage the
operation of the microgrid by using the EMS to send control signals to the DG
inverter controllers. This approach allows local MPC algorithms to handle the
operation of the microgrid without communication between different DG
inverter controllers and loads. However, if problems occur that cannot be
solved by local DG inverter controllers, the centralized control strategy will be
activated by the EMS through a high-speed and reliable communication
network among the EMS, DG inverter controllers and loads. During both gridconnected and islanded conditions, the EMS will be able to regulate power
sharing and compensate for harmonic distortion caused by the load current.
Different from other research works, the harmonic compensation function is a
new development using the MPC algorithm.
2) This thesis analyzes an islanded AC microgrid with inverter-interfaced DG
units, including PV arrays, MT and SB. A control strategy is proposed with a
combined centralized and decentralized approach. The proposed control
strategy aims to utilize frequency control methods under no mechanical inertia
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situation in the islanded microgrid. A frequency model is proposed which will
be incorporated in the microgrid EMS. The EMS will send the voltage
magnitude and frequency reference signals through a high-speed and reliable
communication network among the EMS, DG inverter controllers and loads to
the chosen primary DG unit, such as PV, which will regulate the voltage and
frequency in the islanded microgrid. Other backup DG units, such as SB and
MT, will adopt a decentralized frequency droop control by implementing a
frequency droop based MPC algorithm. A modified secondary frequency
control is also proposed in the EMS to restore the frequency to its nominal
value. This zero-inertia circumstance is thoroughly studied and analyzed in the
thesis in which not many research works are conducted. As RESs continue to
increase its penetration, these analyses will be very important in improving the
stability and reliability of the system.
3) This thesis also extends the research of the operation and control of DG
inverters to a DC microgrid for an application to harness the excess wind
energy in a poultry farm. This idea is unique compared to the conventional DC
network configuration. It could bring increased energy efficiency and possible
energy saving. A double-inverter configuration is proposed to connect the DC
grid to the PCC to increase the system stability and reliability. A double-mode
(VCM and CCM) MPC algorithm is proposed for the DG inverter controller.
Parallel operation of the two inverters is guaranteed by the proposed MPC
algorithm. The EMS will send reference signals to these two DG inverters
through a high-speed and reliable communication network in order for the
MPC algorithm to control their operation. Aside from this, the proposed
control algorithm can also maintain the operation during various conditions,
such as failure of one inverter, reconnection of one WG, and islanded operation.
The double-inverter configuration with double-mode MPC algorithm can
handle this unique application effectively, and improve the reliability of the
inverter operation.
1.6

Organization of This Thesis

This thesis consists of six chapters arranged as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction
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This chapter describes the overall background information of DG units and the
microgrid concept including the current applications, existing projects, advantages,
challenges, and possible development directions. It also provides the motivation,
objectives, and contributions of this thesis. The organization of the thesis is provided
as well.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter records different descriptions and research works that are relevant to the
operation and control of DG inverters. An overall vision relating to DG inverter
operation and control is presented. Real power control and management is discussed,
and related research works are reviewed in comparison to traditional power systems.
Research works about reactive power control and management are also discussed, and
the solutions to these operation problems are reviewed. A description of the research
works relating to MPC is provided in this chapter. Operation and control strategies in
local controllers and EMS from previous research works for traditional power systems
are reviewed. The research works regarding the operation and control of DG inverters
for both grid-connected and islanded conditions are also reviewed.

Chapter 3: Centralized Control for Parallel Operation of Distributed Generation
Inverters in Microgrids

In this chapter, a centralized operation and control strategy is proposed for the DG
inverters in an AC microgrid. This control strategy enables the DG units in the
microgrid to sustain operation during both grid-connected and islanded conditions
with the DG inverters working in parallel. The proposed operation and control strategy
uses an MPC algorithm for the inverter local control, and an operation strategy
incorporated in the EMS for coordination of DG units. Using DG units to compensate
for harmonic distortions is also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4: Operation and Control of Distributed Generation Inverters in an
Islanded Microgrid
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This chapter focuses on analyzing the operation of an islanded AC microgrid with
inverter-interfaced DG units. A frequency model is proposed to be implemented in the
control strategy incorporated in the EMS. An improved droop control based MPC
algorithm is utilized for the DG inverters. Moreover, a control strategy is proposed for
the DG inverters to regulate the frequency in an islanded microgrid. The proposed
strategy, which includes a load shedding scheme, enables the use of a decentralized
frequency droop control in a zero mechanical inertia situation.

Chapter 5: Control and Operation of a DC Grid Based Wind Power Generation
System in a Microgrid

This chapter presents the design of a DC grid based wind power generation system in a
poultry farm. The proposed system allows flexible operation of multiple parallelconnected wind generators by eliminating the need for voltage and frequency
synchronization. An MPC algorithm that offers better transient response for different
operating conditions is proposed for the local control of the DG inverters. The
proposed microgrid with the operation and control strategy is capable of sustaining
operation under different conditions with better system stability and reliability.

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations

This chapter discusses the overall assessment of the thesis. Areas for future research
are proposed as well.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Operation and Control in Microgrids

2.1

As mentioned in the previous chapter, DG units are closely linked to RESs and ESSs.
From the nature of the generation, almost all the DG units need to use power
electronic converters to be connected to microgrids and distribution networks. For the
DG units that generate DC power, such as PV, SB, PEMFC, etc., DC/DC converters
are usually used first to regulate the input DC voltages for DG inverters and to control
the voltage over the DG units themselves for different purposes such as maximum
power point tracking [47], [48]. After using the DC/DC converters, DG inverters are
used to convert DC power to AC power. For the DG units that generate AC power,
such as WT, MT, etc., rectifiers are usually used first to convert the AC power to DC
power. One of the major reasons to do so is to avoid any synchronization problem [49]
when connecting these DG units to microgrids and distribution networks. After using
the rectifiers, DG inverters are used to convert the DC power back to AC power.
Therefore, the control of the DG inverters is critical in microgrids’ operation because
they basically manage all the DG units. It is of great value to conduct research on this
topic.

2.1.1

Centralized and Decentralized Approaches

The approaches for operation and control of the microgrid can be categorized into two
kinds: centralized approach and decentralized approach. However, these two
approaches are usually restricted in the same hierarchical control structure. In general,
the hierarchical operation and control of a microgrid, which is shown in Figure 2-1
[50], includes many elements with different applications [51], [52]:


Local controllers which include DG unit controllers (indicated as microsource
controllers (MCs)) and load controllers. These two local controllers are used to
control DG converters, mostly inverters, and load demand respectively.



Microgrid EMS (indicated as microgrid central controllers (MGCCs)) is used
for control of the entire microgrid for all the DG units and loads.



Distributed management system (DMS), which is responsible for sustaining the
operation of the entire distribution network to which this microgrid belongs. It
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manages the operation of the entire medium voltage (MV) and low voltage
(LV) areas in which multiple microgrids may exist [52].

Figure 2-1: Hierarchical control of a microgrid [50].

Although centralized and decentralized control approaches have the same hierarchical
control structure, the emphasis on the operation and control itself is different from one
to the other.

In a centralized control approach, the microgrid EMS has the absolute authority to
govern the microgrid. Optimizations and intelligent control algorithms can only be
found in EMS, which sends reference signals to all the DG unit controllers and load
controllers. In [53], a centralized control technique is proposed in the microgrid EMS
to control the power flow in a three-phase four-wire microgrid. This proposed control
technique uses a master-and-slave organization in which the EMS processes and
optimizes real, reactive and unbalance power terms, and sends reference signals to all
DG units. By doing so, the power quality at the PCC is enhanced, the voltage profile
through the lines is improved, and the overall distribution losses are reduced. A
multistage centralized control scheme for an islanded microgrid with high penetration
of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) is proposed in [54]. The proposed control scheme
utilizes a droop-based multistage optimal power flow (OPF) in the EMS to minimize
load shedding during power generation shortage, to guarantee PEVs customers’
satisfaction and to minimize the generation cost of the microgrid. In [55], a centralized
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control scheme using a nonlinear MPC algorithm is proposed to be applied to an
islanded microgrid. The nonlinear MPC algorithm uses the SOC of the batteries, active
power generation from the DG units and forecasted loads to identify upcoming active
power imbalances and initiate automatic load shedding over noncritical loads. The
EMS in this research performs real-time monitoring of active power generation from
the DG units and load demand at each node of the microgrid.

From the above-mentioned research works, using such centralized operation and
control strategies require very reliable communication networks to receive
measurements from sensors and meters and send reference control signals to local
controllers. In addition, the calculation burden on the microgrid EMS is heavy as all
the optimizations are done within the EMS, and, sometimes, the EMS will need to
handle real-time monitoring.

Therefore, to avoid the problems in the centralized approach and to maximize
autonomy of the DG units and loads, decentralized operation and control strategies are
proposed in many research works. As shown in Figure 2-1, in decentralized operation
and control strategies, the main responsibility is given to the local controllers to
integrate advanced control strategy and algorithms to sustain the operation of the
microgrid without relying on the EMS. In [56], to improve the stability and security of
the microgrid, a decentralized continuous coordinated control is proposed. This control
scheme is based on the multi-agent system (MAS) by integrating the outer loop droop
controller with the inner loop prescribed performance controller in the lower level
decentralized coordination control in the MAS. To promote autonomy in a microgrid
with communication constraints, a decentralized MAS based frequency control
strategy is proposed and investigated in [57]. In the microgrid under study, each agent
can only communicate with its adjacent agents. The control strategy needs entire
system states (real power, voltage, frequency, etc.) which can be obtained by smart
meters to integrate primary and secondary frequency control and multi-stage load
shedding to restore the system frequency back to its nominal value. A DC microgrid
consisting of PV, ESS has been investigated in [58]. A decentralized control strategy,
which achieves power sharing considering the effects of line resistances, is proposed.
The control strategy integrates several different working modes in the DC microgrid to
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ensure the stability of the system. The SOC of the batteries is also considered to
provide reliable and prolonged operation.

However, as the operation and control of microgrids continue to develop, only using
centralized control approach or decentralized control approach does not seem to be the
robust solution for microgrids under different situations. Therefore, researchers are
exploring possibilities to incorporate these two different approaches for the operation
and control of microgrids. Similar to that shown in Figure 1-5, authors in [59] propose
a design of a microgrid EMS for optimal operation taking into consideration the
distribution network and associated constraints. In this design, the microgrid central
controller, which is mostly referred to as the microgrid EMS, works together with the
local controllers to compute an optimal operating schedule. Even though this method
proposed in [59] combines centralized and decentralized approach, the communication
burden in its communication network is intense, and this could cause potential
reliability problems.

2.1.2

Operation and Control of Grid-Connected and Islanded Microgrids

Aside from the centralized and decentralized strategies, one of other biggest
characteristics of the operation and control of a microgrid is that there are two
operating conditions, grid-connected and islanded conditions. As one of the
advantages of the microgrid concept, the ability to operate in these two different
operating conditions can definitely increase the reliability of the system. However, the
operation and control strategies towards these two operating conditions vary from one
to the other.

In the grid-connected condition of a microgrid, the upstream distribution network will
supply a certain percentage of total power consumed by the loads, while the DG units
will supply the remaining power. The upstream distribution network is usually
regarded as an infinite bus which can absorb power fluctuations and solve power
shortage problems. Therefore, the operation and control strategy in grid-connected
microgrids are usually very flexible. However, power sharing problems and additional
functions, such as compensating for unbalanced loads, which can be provided by grid24
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connected microgrids are still important. In [60], a distributed control scheme is
proposed for grid-connected AC microgrids. In this control strategy, each DG unit is
equipped with a local observer to communicate with each other for reference control
signals. A local tracking controller is also proposed for each DG unit to track the
computed reference control signal. The operational performance of droop control
strategy in a grid-connected microgrid is analyzed in [61]. An enhanced power flow
control strategy is proposed without extra sensors. The proposed control strategy
consists of the feedforward of the grid voltage magnitude and the grid frequency to
reduce the impact from the fluctuation of the upstream distribution network. It also
includes a voltage magnitude control loop to improve control accuracy of reactive
power flow. In addition, the system stability is enhanced by this enhanced power flow
control strategy. Aside from power sharing and power flow control problems, a current
control strategy for the DG inverters in grid-connected microgrids to compensate for
unbalanced or nonlinear loads is proposed in [62]. This control strategy can effectively
compensate for the harmonic current content of the upstream distribution grid and
microgrid by using no compensation devices such as active, passive and LCL filters.

On the contrary, there are many challenges in the operation and control of islanded
microgrids. Without the upstream distribution network, an islanded microgrid needs to
use proper operation and control strategy to avoid the collapse of the microgrid. A
novel operation and control strategy for an islanded microgrid to regulate the
frequency and voltage using multiple ESSs is proposed in [63]. This control strategy
combines the v-f droop control and the P-Q droop control. Without involving the line
parameters uncertainty, this control strategy can distribute real and reactive power
precisely, and improve system stability. In [64], a control strategy to achieve harmonic
current sharing in an islanded microgrid is proposed. This control strategy directly
controls the inherent impedance of the DG inverters without using any communication
infrastructure. In addition, a droop technique to distribute the harmonics among the
different DG units in the microgrid is provided.

It can be seen from the above description that researchers are dedicated to proposing
and improving different operation and control strategies to solve different problems
which may occur in both grid-connected and islanded conditions. Furthermore, linking
the two operating conditions to the centralized and decentralized approaches will
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provide a clearer global vision on the operation of the microgrid. Previous research
works usually separate completely these two operating conditions. Operation and
control strategies usually cannot apply to both operating conditions as the system
characteristics are different.

2.2

Real Power Control and Management in Microgrids

Real power control and management is one of the most important aspects of operation
and control of microgrids because real power (or active power) is the power that does
the actual work, e.g., creating heat, lifting loads, etc.

2.2.1

Local Control in DG Inverters

In traditional power systems, generators are the major power sources to generate
electricity using fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas, etc. Each generator has its own
rotating mechanism which is powered by a prime mover. Therefore, it is obvious that
generated electrical power is directly related to this rotating mechanism which is the
link between mechanical energy, produced by fossil fuels, and electrical energy. Also,
the rotational speed is directly linked to real power output of the generator which can
be indicated by the frequency of the power system. Any real power imbalance between
generation and load demand in the power system will cause the rotational speed of the
online generators to change, thus resulting in system frequency variation. Because of
this characteristic, frequency control methods are widely used in traditional power
systems for real power control for generators.

Among various control methods, load frequency control (LFC) is one of the most
commonly used frequency control method in traditional power system. The main
objective of LFC is to maintain the system frequency within an acceptable range by
controlling the real power outputs of the generators which are connected to the grid
and the tie-lines’ real power exchanges [65]. In LFC algorithm, the system frequency
could be formulated as a function of real power relationship between power generation
and load.
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Figure 2-2 shows the block diagram of a dynamic LFC for an interconnected power
system. In this figure, ΔPref represents the change in the setting of real power output by
LFC controller, ΔPg represents the change in the setting of real power output of the
generator, ΔPV represents the change in the real power output from the valve side, ΔPT
represents the change in the real power output from the turbine, ΔPL represents the
change in the real power of the load, Δf represents the change in the system frequency,
and R is the droop characteristic for the frequency/real power relationship. The transfer
functions in the figure, namely GH, GT, and GP, are the transfer functions for the
hydraulic process, turbine rotating process and real power/frequency relationship,
respectively.

LFC
Controller

1/R
ΔPref

ΔPg

ΔPV

GH

GT

ΔPT

ΔPL

GP

Δf

Figure 2-2: General block diagram of the dynamic LFC.

From Figure 2-2, aside from the LFC controller in the feedback control loop, there is a
frequency droop control automatically integrated for the generators to adjust their real
power output. Similarly, for a grid-connected microgrid, the DG inverters can use
artificial decentralized frequency droop control to achieve load sharing between the
different DG units. Figure 2-3 shows the real power versus frequency (P-f) droop
characteristics, which are usually incorporated in the frequency droop control of a DG
unit. The relationship is given by:

f  f 0  K P ( P  P0 )

(2.1)

where f is the operating frequency of the DG unit, f0 is the nominal frequency, KP is
the droop slope of the DG unit which is usually determined based on historical data of
the steady-state operation [66], [67], P is the actual real power output of the DG unit,
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and P0 is the nominal reference real power output based on the power rating of the DG
unit. This is to maintain the system frequency within an allowable range in the power
system that the microgrid belongs to. From Figure 2-3, it is observed that when there is
a problem in the power system which causes the system frequency to drop, e.g., a
sudden increase in the load, the DG unit will self-regulate to boost up its real power
output to P1 to help maintain the operation of the system. However, the power system
will stay in under-frequency condition as f1<f0. Illustrated in Figure 2-3, the operating
point of the system has shifted from Point a to Point b because of the frequency drop.
The primary droop control cannot restore the system frequency back to its nominal
value of f0. Therefore, a secondary frequency control should be utilized in the system
to change the system operation state from Line 1 to Line 2, thus moving the operation
point to Point c and restoring the system frequency to f0.

f

2
1

f0

a

c

b

f1

P0

P1

P

Figure 2-3: Real power versus frequency (P-f) droop characteristics.

However, in an islanded microgrid, because of the loss of the rotating mechanism of
the online generators and the fact that the DG units are usually connected to the
microgrid through DG inverters, the natural relationship between the system frequency
and the real power does not exist anymore. Without mechanical inertia, an islanded
microgrid cannot adopt the mentioned decentralized frequency droop control.
Autonomous control strategies using P-f droop characteristics are proposed in [68].
These droop characteristics are modified to be adjusted locally in the local DG inverter
controllers in real-time, based on the available PV power, load demand and the SOC
of the battery. The control strategies are using multi-loop controllers without the need
of an EMS. Yet, the calculation burden for the local controllers become quite heavy to
include such control strategies. A robust control designed for both grid-connected and
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islanded conditions can be found in [69]. This control scheme includes two levels of
control: one centralized controller which computes and sends real and reactive power
reference signals to all the DG units, and the local DG inverter controllers which use
droop control. The control scheme can sustain the operation of the microgrid during
islanding transients as well. In [70], a coordinated architecture of an islanded AC
microgrid with a smooth switching droop control strategy is proposed. This proposed
control strategy uses a decentralized approach for the power management by executing
frequency bus-signaling. It ensures flexible power control of each DG unit with
seamless mode changes between VCM and CCM in the DG inverter controllers.

2.2.2

Real Power Management in Microgrid EMS

As observed from LFC in traditional power systems, aside from a local frequency
droop characteristic integrated in the control of a generator, an LFC controller is also
needed which considers the configuration of the power systems such as tie-lines.
Similarly, in microgrid real power management, control strategies are also proposed in
microgrid EMS to manage the real power generation and consumption.

In [71], a real power management strategy, based on an ultra-short-term power
prediction and a feed-forward control, is proposed in the microgrid EMS. In a
microgrid consisting of WT, BESS, PV, diesel generator and factory load; the control
strategy is proposed, as shown in Figure 2-4. It can be seen in this figure that the EMS
uses real-time load detection and microgrid network states, conducts an ultra-shorttime prediction, controls all the DG units in a feed-forward fashion by sending the
reference control signal to the local controllers.

Figure 2-4: Control strategy proposed in the EMS [71].
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In the strategy proposed as Figure 2-4, the local controllers of the DG inverters do not
perform additional functions other than maintaining their real power outputs at the
reference values provided by the microgrid EMS. Similarly, in [72], a real power
control strategy is proposed for a laboratory scale microgrid in the microgrid EMS. It
is a DC microgrid consisting of WT, PV, SB, and AC load. The proposed control
strategy in the EMS coordinates the control of the DC/DC converters and DG inverters.
As illustrated in Figure 2-5, the proposed control strategy regulates the real power
generated by the DG units by using system states to calculate real power generation
and consumption, and SOC of the SB. Corresponding actions, such as charging the SB,
shedding load, etc., are proposed to sustain the operation of the microgrid under study.

Figure 2-5: Control strategy proposed in the microgrid EMS [72].

Such control strategy diagrams will be further detailed in a later section. However,
using such control strategies in the EMS to control and manage real power by sending
different reference signals is very common.
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Reactive Power Compensation in Microgrids

2.3

In traditional power systems, reactive power is linked with the voltage magnitude of
the electrical bus. Even though reactive power cannot do actual work as real power, it
is necessary that for a specific bus, the reactive power is balanced. Also, the above
statements are also applicable for microgrids. As microgrids are usually small scaled
distribution networks, the line impedances are quite small, sometimes they are
neglected in research works [73], [74]. Therefore, the reactive power balance in a
microgrid is usually considered all together, which means that the injected reactive
power (capacitive) should be equal to the absorbed reactive power (inductive) in the
microgrid.

There are several different methods to compensate for reactive power in traditional
power systems:


Shunt capacitor: After first used in 1914 [75], the shunt capacitor injects
reactive power into the power system to compensate for the lagging current
drawn by the load. However, a fixed capacitor could cause either overcompensation or under-compensation. To solve this problem, a switched
capacitor [76] is used to achieve variable reactive power compensation. Yet,
this method is based on mechanical switches and relays, and it is sluggish and
unreliable. The inrush current it generates can be very high, and the
maintenance cost can be quite expensive.



Synchronous condenser: A synchronous condenser is simply a synchronous
machine which is synchronized to a power system which is adjusted either to
generate or absorb reactive power as required. It can provide continuous
reactive power support with a high temporary overload capacity. However,
because of the use of a synchronous generator, it requires a significant amount
of capital cost as well as starting and protective equipment. In addition, the
losses in a synchronous condenser can be very high.



Static VAR compensator (SVC): An SVC is a power electronic device
which can compensate for a wide reactive power range with a faster response
time [77]. It is usually labeled under two different categories: thyristor
controlled reactor and thyristor switched capacitor.
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Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM): A STATCOM is an
inverter based device which converts a DC input to an AC output to
compensate for the active and reactive needs of the power system. The
STATCOM has better performance than the SVC in terms of compensation
characteristics and response time.

As it can be seen from the above-mentioned methods in traditional power systems,
STATCOM is very close to the DG unit configuration with DG inverter to control the
output. Therefore, most research works use DG units to compensate for the reactive
power by controlling the DG inverters to share the absorbed reactive power by the
load or the upstream distribution network. In [78], a stochastic reactive power
compensation control strategy is developed to control the DG inverters to compensate
for reactive power for the microgrid depending on the power generation and
consumption data. This centralized control approach can handle the intermittency of
RESs in the microgrid. A reactive power compensation technique, based on voltage
sag and power flow analysis, is proposed in [79]. This application is designed for the
microgrid which feeds single-phase loads with feeders located far from each other
covering small communities. It uses a droop based centralized control algorithm to
generate reactive current references for the different DG units. It also relies on a
communication network for which the data transfer requirements are provided in this
research.

However, reactive power compensation methods in traditional power system suggest
that the reactive power and the harmonics are usually locally compensated to keep the
online generators working at unity power factor. In a microgrid, without any reactive
power compensation equipment, the DG units should compensate for the reactive
power consumption of the load. For full compensation, the summarized ratings of the
DG units in a microgrid should be capable of compensating for all the reactive power
absorbed by the load. To share the reactive power generation among the DG units,
voltage droop control is usually adopted. Figure 2-6 shows the relationship between
reactive power versus voltage (Q-v) droop characteristics, which are usually
incorporated in the voltage droop control of a DG unit. The relationship is given by:
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v  v0  K Q (Q  Q0 )

(2.2)

where v is the actual voltage magnitude at the output terminal of the DG unit, v0 is the
nominal voltage magnitude, KQ is the droop slope of the DG unit which is usually
determined based on historical data of the steady-state operation [66], [67], Q0 is the
nominal reference reactive power output based on the power rating of the DG unit, and
Q is the actual reactive power output of the DG unit.

v

v0
v1

Q0

Q1

Q

Figure 2-6: Reactive power versus voltage (Q-v) droop characteristics.

Similar to the real power operation and control, DG units in microgrid are most likely
to work in CCM during grid-connected condition while the online generators are
maintaining the voltage of the upstream distribution network which can represent an
infinite bus. The voltage magnitude at the PCC will be affected along with the change
in reactive power supplied by the upstream network. Therefore, the DG inverters can
adjust their reactive power output accordingly. However, during islanded condition,
losing the connection to the upstream distribution network will make the DG units
work in VCM where the DG inverters control the voltage magnitude and frequency of
their outputs. If line impedances are not neglected in the islanded microgrid, they are
mainly resistive compared to traditional power systems in which the transmission lines
are mainly inductive. These will change the relationship between reactive power and
voltage. To solve this reactive power compensation problem in islanded condition, a
power sharing controller with droop characteristics that consider resistive line
impedances are proposed in [80]. The controller consists of three control loops
including P/Q sharing control loop, a resistive virtual impedance loop, and an inner
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voltage control loop. In [81], the authors propose a stationary frame control method for
voltage unbalance compensation in an islanded microgrid. The proposed control
strategy includes real and reactive power droop controllers with a virtual impedance
loop, voltage and current controllers and an unbalanced compensator.

DG Inverter Control Methods

2.4

For the operation and control of microgrids, the hierarchical control structure in Figure
2-1 shows that in order to manage and control real and reactive power, as mentioned in
the previous section, control algorithms in the DG inverter controllers are the
fundamental elements. For the DG inverter control, based on the different frames to
formulate the problem, it can be categorized into the following groups: synchronous
reference frame (dq0) control, stationary reference frame (αβγ) control, and natural
frame (abc) control.


Synchronous reference frame (dq0): This frame is a transformation of the
three-phase AC system into two directional DC quantities. When the rotating
frame is aligned with phase a, the transformation can be illustrated as follows:
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where vd, vq and v0 are the voltages transformed in the dq0 frame as dcomponent, q-component and 0-component, respectively, and va, vb and vc are
the voltages in the natural abc frame as phase a, phase b and phase c,
respectively. For a balanced system, v0 is zero. The transformation is to reduce
the complexity of the control and filtering for a complicated three-phase power
system. A typical control algorithm in the dq0 frame is the classic PI control,
whose transfer function can be generally represented as follows [82]:
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where Kp is the proportional gain of the PI controller, and Ki is the integral gain
of the PI controller. A general configuration using PI control in the dq0 frame
for the DG inverter is shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: General PI control configuration in the dq0 frame [83].


Stationary reference frame (αβγ): This frame is through a transformation
known as Clarke transformation. It is similar to the transformation of the dq0
frame; the general transformation can be described as follows [83]:
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where iα, iβ and iγ are the currents of the α-axis component, β-axis component,
and γ-axis component, respectively in αβγ frame, and ia, ib and ic are currents in
natural reference frame as phase a, phase b and phase c, respectively. In a
symmetrical power system, iγ is zero. PR control method is usually
implemented in the αβγ frame. The general transfer function of a PR control
can be expressed as follows [84]:
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where ω is the resonance AC frequency, Kp is the proportional gain, and Ki is
the integral gain. Also, a typical control configuration using the PR control
method for the DG inverters is shown in Figure 2-8. It is observed that it is
quite similar to the configuration of the PI control.

Figure 2-8: General PR control configuration in the αβγ frame [83].


Natural frame (abc): This frame is basically used to naturally distinguish
among the three phases. Even though the three-phase system is a dynamic
system in which currents and voltages are all sinusoidal waveforms in time
domain, the abc frame is a structure where nonlinear controllers such as
hysteresis or deadbeat controls are preferred due to their high dynamics [83]. In
this frame, PI controller is possible which is detailed in [85]. PR control
method is also straightforward, extending the existing transfer function. Other
than these two, hysteresis control can be implemented by obtaining the fixed
switching frequency [86], [87]. In addition, deadbeat control can be
implemented in the abc frame. But deadbeat control will introduce one sample
time delay as it regulates the current to reach its reference at the end of the next
switching period [88]. Usually by introducing an observer, this delay can be
compensated.
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2.5

MPC Implementation in Microgrid

It can be seen in the previous section, the commonly used DG inverter local control
algorithms are PI, PR, hysteresis, and deadbeat controls. Even though these dynamic
controllers are verified in industrial implementations, and research works which
improve these control algorithms are pushing the controls to their limits [89], [67], it
will be very difficult to add advanced features and complicated operational strategies
within these control algorithms to the local DG inverter controllers. In addition, as the
development of information technology has improved greatly during the last decades,
advanced control algorithms are becoming more and more popular in academic
research works as well as industrial implementations.

As one of the most promising advanced control algorithms, the MPC algorithm has
been implemented in various areas including electrical power systems. MPC generally
refers to any control algorithm which uses mathematical equations to model a specific
system and solve an optimization problem within this specific system. The models that
are used in MPC are intended to represent the behaviors of real and complex dynamic
systems. A general mathematical discrete model of a system can be expressed in a
state-space form as follows:
x(k  1)  Ax (k )  Bu(k )

 y (k )  Cx(k )  Du(k )

(2.7)

where x is the system state variable matrix, y is the output matrix, u is the control
signal matrix, and A, B, C and D are coefficient matrices to model the system
dynamics. MPC uses the model to predict a certain amount of time defined by the
algorithm. A cost function J is then defined to formulate a control problem into an
optimization problem which needs to be solved by minimizing the cost function J.
Therefore, J is usually formulated as the summation of the deviations between
different system states and their reference values. By minimizing J, reference control
signals can then be calculated using various kinds of methods to solve the optimization
problem. For the system in (2.7), a possible general cost function can be defined as
follows:
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Np

Np

i 1

i 1

J   wyi (ri  yi ) 2  wui (ui 1  ui ) 2

(2.8)

where yi is the ith state variable in y, ri is the reference value for the ith state variable,
ui is the ith control signal (u0 is usually equal to zero) in u, w yi is the weight coefficient
for yi, wui is the weight coefficient for ui, and Np is the prediction horizon. From (2.8),
MPC can predict and consider multiple time steps into the future, defined in Np.
However, in most cases, the control signals generated from this optimization, which
means ui (i=1, 2, …, Np) are not all executed. An Nc which satisfies Nc≤Np is usually
defined such that in the system where Np control signals are generated from the
optimization, only Nc control signals will be executed which refers to ui (i=1, 2, …, Nc).
This methodology is commonly known as the rolling horizon control or receding
horizon control. In addition, because MPC algorithm transforms the operation problem
of a system to an optimization problem, it is very easy to incorporate additional
constraints, as many optimization algorithms naturally support constraints such as
mixed integer linear programming.

Because of the use of the optimization problem formulation which involves heavy
calculation, MPC is mostly introduced in microgrid operation management that does
not need real-time monitoring of the system. An MPC based home energy
management system for a residential microgrid is proposed in [90] by using various
information, such as load demand, the electricity tariff, and the real power generation
of the DG units. This operation strategy functions at a sampling time of 1 hour, and it
can successfully reduce the overall cost of the microgrid. Similarly, as in [91], an
advanced control strategy based on a two-layer MPC for optimal microgrid operation
is proposed. This MPC control algorithm uses mixed integer nonlinear programming
to formulate the problem in the nonlinear system model presented in this paper. The
first layer of the MPC algorithm determines the optimal power flow while the second
layer adjusts the ON/OFF status of the diesel generator. Another microgrid operation
management strategy is proposed in [92] using MPC to efficiently optimize the
microgrid operation according to the operating cost while satisfying a time-varying
request and system constraints. This MPC algorithm is formulated using mixed integer
linear programming.
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From the abovementioned, it is clear that many researchers are using MPC algorithm
for the operation management of the microgrid. However, as information technology
continues to develop, the computational capability of a local controller is sufficient to
handle simple optimization problems. Therefore, research works focusing on
implementing MPC algorithm in local controller for DG inverter in microgrid become
more and more popular.

Among different MPC algorithms for DG inverters, the finite control set MPC (FCSMPC) [93] is one of the most representative algorithms, which is already implemented
in hardware setups. Regarding the control of the DG inverters, the fundamental control
signals are the switching signals for the switches in a three-phase DG inverter. For
traditional local control algorithms, such as PI control, PR control, etc., a PWM
generator is necessary to generate the direct switching signals for all the switches.
Therefore, to avoid using a PWM generator and generate the switching signals directly
from the local controller which uses MPC algorithm, the FCS-MPC algorithm, which
simplifies the network configuration by analyzing the voltage space vectors, is well
acknowledged.

The FCS-MPC basically generates the control signals for all the switches by using the
possible finite control actions which refer to the switching states. A general
configuration of a three-phase DG inverter is represented as in Figure 2-9. From
Figure 2-9, there are six switches in total in the DG inverter. The six switches are
divided into three pairs controlling the output of the three phases. In each pair, the
switches cannot be opened or closed at the same time. Therefore, there are eight
control sets in total which can be given to these switches.
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Figure 2-9: A general three-phase DG inverter configuration with RL load [93].

To formulate the eight control sets, the switching signals can be represented as follows:

1, if S a  1 and S a  0 ;
S1  
0, if S a  0 and S a  1;

(2.9)

1, if S b  1 and S b  0 ;
S2  
0, if S b  0 and S b  1;

(2.10)

1, if S c  1 and S c  0 ;
S3  
0, if S c  0 and S c  1;

(2.11)

where 1 represents the closed state of a switch, and 0 represents the opened state of a
switch. Transforming into a vectorial form, the switching signals can then be
expressed as follows:

S
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S1  αS 2  α 2 S3
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(2.12)

, and S is the switching vector for the DG inverter. Therefore, the

output voltage of the DG inverter can then be expressed as follows with (2.12):
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v DG  VdcS

(2.13)

where vDG is the output voltage of the DG inverter, and Vdc is the DC voltage of the
DG unit. Formulating the control problem into such a finite control set problem can
greatly reduce the computational requirement of the MPC algorithm. The DG inverter
will then be modeled using Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws, and a cost function
will be defined to control the preferred system state variables.

Many research works have been published regarding the FCS-MPC. A fixed switching
frequency scheme is proposed for the FCS-MPC in [94]. The algorithm proposed
divides the algorithm into two parts: the offline calculation and evaluation of the
coefficients of the equations, and the online monitoring of the controller. The power
quality of the output of the DG inverter can still be guaranteed, compared to PWM
generators. In [95], an FCS-MPC algorithm for the DG inverter with an LCL filter is
proposed. The authors compare different approaches of using the FCS-MPC, such as
using inverter internal equivalent current feedback and using inverter output current
feedback. The proposed FCS-MPC algorithm can provide high dynamic performance
and potential additional functions, such as multivariable control, reduced switching
losses and low harmonic distortion. Also in [96], an effective method to simplify the
FCS-MPC is proposed. Because of the use of equivalent transformation and the
specialized sector distribution method, the proposed method can greatly reduce the
computational requirement of the FCS-MPC without affecting the control performance.

The implementation of MPC algorithm in inverter control is usually neglected because
of its complexity in computation. [94]-[96] focuses more on how to use simplified
MPC algorithm to reduce such computational burden, and advanced control strategies
are not found in them.

2.6

Operation and Control Strategy in Microgrid EMS

Aside from the abovementioned different control algorithms in controlling local
inverters or optimizing the operation of the microgrid, another important aspect which
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significantly affects the microgrid is the operation and control strategy which is
integrated in microgrid EMS. These strategies define the operating principles of all the
DG units and loads in microgrids to sustain the operation.

2.6.1

Operation and Control Strategy Diagram

Control strategy is usually in the form of a diagram as a flowchart of different actions.
Similar to Figure 2-5, many research works have been published to propose different
operation and control strategies in the microgrid EMS. In [97], an operation and
control strategy is proposed in a microgrid consisting of WT, diesel generator, ESS
and a sea water desalination system as a flexible load. This control strategy uses
hourly wind speed forecast data, to maximize the utilization of wind energy using the
ESS. Figure 2-10 explains the operation and control strategy for both the ESS and the
WT. In the system, the authors define the SOC of the ESS into four demarcation points,
maximum SOC (SOCmax), SOC high point (SOChigh), SOC low point (SOClow) and
minimum SOC (SOCmin) where 100%>SOCmax>SOChigh>SOClow>SOCmin>0%. The
operation of the microgrid includes two major operating modes: WT/diesel
generator/battery mode (WDBM) and WT/battery mode (WBM). From Figure 2-10,
the operation and control strategy is adjusted every 10min according to the SOC of
ESS. The EMS will adjust the operating modes as well as the ON/OFF status of the
units within the desalination system accordingly.
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Figure 2-10: Operation and control strategy proposed in [97].

In [98], an operation and management strategy for an islanded microgrid consisting of
a primary DG unit and a PV/battery system is proposed. Integrating a proposed power
flow control and a DG inverter control, the proposed control strategy is illustrated in
Figure 2-11. It is clear that the strategy is based on the SOC of the battery, similar to
the aforementioned paper. The SOC of the battery is divided into three demarcation
points, maximum SOC (SOCmax), a predefined limit ( SOC max ), and minimum SOC
(SOCmin). When the SOC is smaller than SOCmin, the priority to charge the battery is
higher than the priority for power sharing. When the SOC is between SOCmin and
SOCmax, the PV will take responsibility to share power within the microgrid while the
excessive power will be stored in the battery. When the SOC is between SOC max and
SOCmax, the PV/battery system will supply maximum available power to the microgrid
as long as the load demand is high enough; otherwise, the generation of this system
will match the load by adjusting the battery. When the SOC is larger than SOCmax, the
PV will not operate in maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode. The excessive
power generated by the PV will be curtailed using the proposed inverter control. The
proposed operation and control strategy utilize multi-loop control and multi-segment
adaptive droop control without relying on communications or a state machine.
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Figure 2-11: Operation and control strategy for a PV/battery system [98].

Similarly, in [70], the operation and control algorithm proposed for islanded
microgrids, which includes RESs and ESSs, is shown in Figure 2-12. It is rather
straight forward since the authors propose to use the droop based control algorithm.

Figure 2-12: Operation and control strategy proposed in [70].

The control strategy is based on the conditions of the SOC of the ESSs and the
frequency of the islanded microgrid. In Figure 2-12, Mode I refers to the mode when
at least one ESS is working in VCM while all RESs are working in power control
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mode (PCM) which is basically CCM. Mode II refers to the mode when all the ESSs
and RESs are working in PCM. Mode III refers to the mode when at least one RES is
working in VCM while the ESSs are working in PCM. Mode IV refers to the mode
when all the ESSs and RESs are working in PCM.

2.6.2

Load Shedding Strategy

In the operation and control strategies in microgrid EMS, load control is also one of
the most important aspects of microgrid operation. From [97], the control strategy
includes the control of the flexible load of desalination units. However, flexible loads
cannot always be found in microgrids, and the most common method to control the
load is through load shedding.

Load shedding is an energy management technique already applied in traditional
power systems [99], [100]. Load shedding is usually activated during extreme
conditions when total generation cannot meet load demand. However, nowadays
power systems adopt automatic load shedding schemes based on system frequency or
bus voltage. In [101], under-voltage load shedding is discussed. A proposed undervoltage load shedding scheme for a 500-kV bus line is proposed as follows:


5% of the load is shed at a voltage 10% below the lowest allowed voltage with
a 1.5s delay;



5% of the load is shed at a voltage 8% below the lowest allowed voltage with a
3s delay;



5% of the load is shed at a voltage 8% below the lowest allowed voltage with a
6s delay.

From the proposed scheme, it is observed that the load will be automatically shed at
the bus line according to the voltage level, and the objective is to restore the bus
voltage back to its allowed range.
The Israel Electric Corporation’s automatic under-frequency load shedding can be
found in [102], which is illustrated in Table 2-1. From Table 2-1, there are 18 stages in
total for the load shedding scheme, with each stage shedding a certain amount of load
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according to historical data which contains approximately 30 cases of forced outages
of large generating units that activate the load shedding system per year. (N.W.C.
refers to the national water carrier which is basically water pumps that consume
90MW of real power.)

Table 2-1: Israel Electric Corporation Under-Frequency Load Shedding Scheme [102]
Stage No. Frequency (Hz)

Delay (s)

Load (%)

1

49.4

df/dt=-0.4

3.1

2

49.4

0.2

N.W.C

3

49.4

0.5

N.W.C

4

49.0

0.2

5.5

5

49.0

0.4

1.5

6

48.8

0.2

3.8

7

48.8

0.4

1.5

8

48.6

0.3

4.0

9

48.6

0.6

1.1

10

48.6

0.8

5.5

11

48.6

1.0

1.4

12

48.2

0.3

1.2

13

48.2

0.4

8.8

14

48.2

1.0

3.8

15

48.2

0.4

0.4

16

48.0

1.0

2.3

17

47.8

0.5

9.1

18

47.8

1.0

1.7

From Table 2-1, the amount of load to be shed at each stage usually relies on the
historical data in the power system. These two load shedding schemes, i.e., undervoltage load shedding and under-frequency load shedding, both use historical data to
determine the load to be shed at each stage. This can reduce the calculation while
guaranteeing the voltage or frequency is restored back to its nominal operating range.
However, it will be impossible for new systems to have historical data which can be
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used as references. Therefore, there are research works [103], [104] which use realtime system states of all DG units to calculate the amount of load that needs to be shed.

For microgrids, load shedding is usually activated due to economic optimization or,
like traditional power systems, extreme conditions when load demand cannot be met
by total power generation. Aside from adapting the existing industrial methods
mentioned above, new methods have been proposed to solve unique situations in
microgrids with DG units. In [105], a dynamic load shedding strategy for an islanded
microgrid with limited generation capability from the DG units is proposed. This
strategy is based on the Markov decision process which can obtain the optimal load
shedding strategy that has the maximum expected economic benefit. A new method to
use nonlinear programing to optimize the under-frequency load shedding strategy in a
microgrid is proposed in [106]. Generic algorithm is used to minimize the amount of
load to be shed and guarantees the lowest frequency deviation. Tree-encoding
chromosomes are incorporated to ensure the load shedding amounts reduce gradually
from the first stage to the last stage. The probability of each possible scenario is
considered in the proposed load shedding scheme. In [107], a centralized underfrequency load shedding strategy is proposed with several control modules, including
an event calculator module (ECM), a frequency calculator module (FCM), a
distribution state estimator module (DSEM) and a load shedding controller module
(LSCM). The ECM will monitor the real-time measurements, detect the status of the
microgrid and send the data and even report to the FCM, DSEM, and LSCM. The
FCM calculates the frequency based on synchronized measurements of the grid
frequency, and sends it to the LSCM. The DSEM estimates the load demand at all the
buses in the microgrid. The weighted least square algorithm is used. The LSCM
calculates the power imbalance in the microgrid. By using this method, the microgrid
can sustain operation during different scenarios by adjusting the amount of load to be
shed.

2.7

Network Configuration in DC Based Microgrids

In AC microgrids, DG units are connected to microgrid mostly through DG inverters,
together with other converters. Therefore, even though the configuration of a
microgrid network can be different from another, the operation and control of the
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microgrid in the local controllers and the microgrid EMS can still be similar. However,
in DC microgrids, different configurations, especially in terms of the DG inverters, can
result in totally different operation and control strategies.

In [108], a DC microgrid based wind farm architecture, in which each wind energy
conversion unit consists of a matrix converter, a high frequency transformer and a
single-phase rectifier, is proposed. In addition, all the wind energy conversion units are
connected to a three-phase AC output through a single inverter. The system can be
seen in Figure 2-13. It is observed that this proposed topology uses only one cable for
each wind energy conversion unit to be connected to the AC network. However, it is
very risky to use only one inverter to connect many WTs to the AC network due to
reliability issues.

Figure 2-13: DC microgrid network proposed in [108]

Similarly, in [109], a DC microgrid based wind farm architecture, in which the WTs
are clustered into groups of four with each group connected to a rectifier, is proposed.
All the groups are then connected to the AC network through one inverter. With the
proposed architecture, the failure of one rectifier will result in all four WTs of the
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same group to be out of service, and the failure of the inverter will result in all the
groups to be out of service.

In [110], a hybrid AC/DC grid architecture that consists of both AC and DC networks
connected by a bidirectional converter is proposed as shown in Figure 2-14.
Hierarchical control algorithms are incorporated to ensure smooth power transfer
between the AC microgrid and the DC microgrid under various operating conditions.
However, failure of the bidirectional converter will result in the isolation of the DC
microgrid from the AC microgrid.

Figure 2-14: Hybrid DC/AC microgrid configuration proposed in [110]

It can be noticed from the above research works [108]–[110], conventional DC
network configurations can be categorized into two groups, i.e., one-inverter-one-DG
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and one-inverter-multiple-DG. However, the former one suffers from large burden in
cost, while the latter one reduces the system reliability drastically.

2.8

Summary

From the above literature review, it is indicated that inverter operation in a microgrid
is incorporated in all aspects of operation and control of the microgrid. Whether in a
centralized or decentralized approach in the operation of the microgrid, the control
algorithm and operating strategy of the DG inverter need to be addressed. Although
the emphasis on inverter operation is more on the decentralized approach than the
centralized approach, there are many important aspects still controlling the DG
inverter in the centralized approach in terms of power quality and system stability. For
both grid-connected and islanded conditions, a DG inverter is to be controlled in
different working modes to sustain the operation of the microgrid. This thesis focuses
on both operating conditions to ensure the proposed control strategies can efficiently
handle the two conditions. In terms of power balance, real power management and
reactive power compensation should be considered in the DG inverter control, and
droop control strategies are commonly used for the operation and coordination in real
and reactive power sharing between the DG inverters. System voltage and frequency
stability relies on the operation of the EMS as well as the local DG inverter controllers.
Traditional local inverter control algorithms, such as PI, PR, etc., can attain the
performance requirements, but advanced control algorithms, such as MPC, can
improve the performance and provide additional functions, such as harmonic
compensation. These advanced control algorithms can be utilized in a centralized
approach or a decentralized approach. Apart from the local DG inverter control
algorithms, the operation and control strategies in the microgrid EMS are crucial in
managing the operation of the DG inverters. With a proper control strategy, the DG
inverters can operate not only continuously, but also economically. Additionally, load
control strategies, such as load shedding, can be implemented together with the
operation and control of DG inverters to further improve system reliability. Typical
load shedding schemes are very complicated, and they are required to be adjusted for
better implementation in microgrids. Therefore, a combined centralized and
decentralized approach for the DG inverters in a microgrid with operation and control
strategies and advanced local inverter control algorithms can guarantee system
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stability and reliability. And this thesis investigates further in the combined centralized
and decentralized approach in the operation. In particular, for a DC microgrid, the
configuration of the DG inverters will affect the operation of the microgrid. Thus,
choosing the proper DG inverter configuration is equally important as well as
designing operation and control strategies and local inverter control algorithms for the
DC microgrid. This thesis investigates the network configuration of the DC microgrid.
The proposed DC microgrid configuration can increase the reliability and reduce the
cost compared to a conventional DC microgrid configuration.
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CHAPTER 3

CENTRALIZED CONTROL FOR PARALLEL
OPERATION OF DISTRIBUTED GENERATION
INVERTERS IN MICROGRIDS [111]

Nomenclature
Pj

Real power delivered by the DG and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

Qj

Reactive power delivered by the DG and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

PL

Real power consumption of the load.

QL

Reactive power consumption of the load.

uj

Control signal for the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

us

Steady-state control signal.

ut

Transient control signal.

Vdcj

DC link voltage of the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

Lfj

Inductance of the LC filter in the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

Cfj

Capacitance of the LC filter in the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

Rfj

Loss of the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

iLj

Load current and j=1, 2.

iLfj

Fundamental component of load current and j=1, 2.

iLhj

Harmonic component of load current and j=1, 2.

ILfj

Peak amplitude of fundamental component of load current and j=1, 2.

ILhj

Peak amplitude of harmonic component of load current and j=1, 2.

φLfj

Phase angle of the fundamental components of iLj.

φLhj

Phase angle of the harmonic components of iLj.

vG

Distribution grid voltage

iLfj,p

Instantaneous fundamental phase component of iLfj.

iLfj,q

Instantaneous quadrature phase component of iLfj.

iDGj

Output current of the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

vDGj

Output voltage of the DG inverter and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

iGj

Grid current at the PCC and j=1, 2.

Rlj

Line resistance from the microgrid to the upstream utility substation.

Llj

Line inductance from the microgrid to the upstream utility substation.

ij

Current passing through Lfj and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

ωj

Frequency of the output voltage and j=1, 2, 3, 4.
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kP,j

Droop characteristics for real power and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

kQ,j

Droop characteristics for reactive power and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

Pref,j

Real power reference of droop characteristics and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

Qref,j

Reactive power reference of droop characteristics and j=1, 2, 3, 4.

es

Defined tracking error for optimization.

3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a centralized operation and control strategy with an MPC local
inverter control algorithm that enables the parallel operation of DG inverters in a
microgrid. The newly developed MPC algorithm transforms the control problem into
two subproblems that refer to the steady-state subproblem and the transient
subproblem. By separating and solving these two subproblems, reduced computational
burden can be achieved as well as harmonic compensation. The proposed operation
and control strategy in microgrid EMS coordinates the operation of DG inverter power
sharing and load in both grid-connected and islanded conditions. Several simulation
studies of different test scenarios are conducted to evaluate the proposed operation and
control strategy and local control algorithm. The simulation results prove the
effectiveness of the proposed operation and control strategy and the MPC algorithm in
maintaining the microgrid operation under different situations.

3.2

3.2.1

System Description and Modeling

System Description

The proposed configuration of the microgrid, which can both work in grid-connected
and islanded conditions, is shown in Figure 3-1. Within this microgrid are contained
several components: an MT with a power capacity of 15 kVA, a PV array with a
power capacity of 5 kWp, a Li-ion SB with an energy capacity of 20 Ah, and a
PEMFC with a power capacity of 5 kW. The PV array operates as a main DG unit that
supplies power whenever solar irradiance exists; the MT also operates as a main DG
unit in the microgrid. The SB and the PEMFC stack operate as back-up DG units both
for the PV array and for the power shortage, in general, for the microgrid. The SB can
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be charged during off-peak hours by the distribution grid when the electricity price is
low. Alternatively, the SB can delivery power to the microgrid during peak hours for
peak shaving.

Figure 3-1: Overall configuration of the proposed microgrid architecture.

The distribution grid is connected to the microgrid at the PCC through a circuit
breaker (CB) in grid-connected condition. The main DG units (i.e., the PV array and
the MT) deliver real and reactive power and provide voltage support. This can reduce
the stress of the distribution grid in terms of power generation and power delivery. In
terms of harmonic distortion of load currents caused by the increase of power
electronics equipment in the load, the DG units also can provide harmonic
compensation in the load currents. By doing so, these harmonics will not affect the
upstream distribution network that is connected to the PCC.
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The microgrid will operate in islanded condition when the CB cuts the connection
between the microgrid and the distribution grid when a fault occurs in the upstream
distribution network. This leaves the DG units as the sole power sources for the
microgrid. If the main DG units are not able to cover the load demand of the microgrid,
the back-up DG units (i.e., the SB and the PEMFC stack) will be activated to deliver
the required power, including real power and reactive power, to the microgrid to
maintain its operation.

3.2.2

Grid Operation

All the dc-link voltages of the 4 DG units are regulated by their respective rectifier,
dc/dc boost converter, and bidirectional dc/dc buck-boost converter, as shown in
Figure 3-1. The respective DG unit is assumed to deliver the necessary power to the
dc-link to achieve power balance.

During grid-connected condition, the distribution grid is maintaining the power
balance of the overall distribution system. Nonetheless, if the microgrid operates in
islanded condition, the power balance in the microgrid is regulated by the SB and the
PEMFC stack according to the power balance equation as follows:
Pmt  Ppv  Pb  Pfc  PL

(3.1)

where Pmt and Ppv are the real power delivered by the MT and the PV array,
respectively, Pb is the real power delivered by the SB that is subject to
Pb  Pb, max

(3.2)

Pfc represents the real power delivered by the PEMFC stack, and PL represents the real
power consumption of the load. The SB has its constraints in terms of the stored
energy that are related to the SOC that can be expressed as:

SOCmin  SOC  SOCmax

(3.3)
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Currently, the SOC of the SB cannot be directly measured, yet several methods [112][114] can be used to estimate it. During grid-connected condition, the SB can be
charged during off-peak hours if its SOC is below SOCmax. During islanded condition,
the SB can be charged, discharged or in idle depending on its SOC. A droop control
method, which will be further illustrated in Section 3.2.4, is used to ensure that the
load consumption is shared appropriately. The flowcharts in Figures 3-2 and 3-3
illustrate the operations of the SB and the PEMFC stack during grid-connected and
islanded conditions, respectively.

Figure 3-2: Operation of the SB during grid-connected condition.
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Figure 3-3: Operation of the SB and PEMFC stack during islanded condition.

3.2.3

DG Inverter Modeling

During grid-connected condition, the single-phase representation of the DG inverter of
the MT or PV array can be illustrated in Figure 3-4. Additionally, the DG inverters of
the SB and the PEMFC stack can be illustrated in Figure 3-5 as the single-phase
representation during islanded condition [80], [115], [116].

Figure 3-4: Equivalent single-phase representation of the DG inverter of MT (j=1) or
PV array (j=2) during grid-connected condition.
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Figure 3-5: Equivalent single-phase representation of the DG inverters of the SB (j=3)
and the PEMFC stack (j=4) during islanded condition.

The controlled voltage, which is the output of the DG inverter, is represented as ujVdcj,
where uj is the control signal and j=1, 2, 3, 4. As shown in Figure 3-4, an LC filter,
which is given by Lfj and Cfj, is added after the DG inverter. This is to eliminate the
high switching frequency harmonics from the DG inverter. The loss of the DG inverter
is modeled as a resistance Rfj. The load current iLj (j=1,2) is represented by two parts
(i.e., the fundamental iLfj and the harmonic iLhj) which have peak amplitudes of ILfj and
ILhj respectively:



  I Lhj sinht   Lhj 

iLj  iLfj  iLhj  I Lfj sin  t   Lfj 

N

h  3,5,...

 

   I Lhj sinht   Lhj 

 I Lfj sin  t cos  Lfj  I Lfj cos t sin  Lfj 

N

(3.4)

h  3,5,...

 iLfj, p  iLfj, q  iLhj

where φLfj and φLhj represent the phase angles of the fundamental and the harmonic
parts of iLj, respectively, with respect to the phase angle of the distribution grid voltage
vG, and iLfj,p and iLfj,q are the instantaneous fundamental phase and quadrature
components of iLfj. The output current iDG of the DG inverter of the MT or PV array is
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set to maintain unit power factor at the PCC, compensate for the harmonics of the load
currents, and achieve load sharing simultaneously. Therefore, these output currents can
be summarized as follows:





iDGj  iLfj, p  iGj  iLfj, q  iLhj

(3.5)

where iGj (j=1, 2) is the current of the grid at the PCC. As shown in Figure 3-4, the
voltage source vG which represents a utility substation is linked to the microgrid and
load through a line resistance Rlj and line inductance Llj during grid-connected
condition. During grid-connected condition, the DG inverters in the microgrid share
the load consumption, and the grid voltage is certain. Therefore, CCM is applied to the
DG inverter of the MT or the PV array to regulate the output current. AS shown in
Figure 3-5, during islanded condition, the output voltage is required to be regulated to
a sine wave with a fixed magnitude, which can be achieved through VCM.

As shown in Figure 3-6, the state-space model for the DG inverters could be derived
using Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws:

Figure 3-6: Single-phase representation of the DG inverter during both grid-connected
and islanded conditions.

di j
dt



Rj
L fj

dv DGj
dt

ij 



Vdcj
1
vDGj 
uj
L fj
L fj

1
1
ij 
iDGj
C fj
C fj

(3.6)

(3.7)
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where ij is the current that passes through Lfj. Therefore, the DG inverter model during
grid-connected condition can be written as follows:
x gj  Agj x gj  Bgj1vj  Bgj2u j

(3.8)

y gj  C gj x gj  Dgj1vj  Dgj2u j

(3.9)

where the subscripts g and j are the models of the DG inverter j during grid-connected
condition (j=1, 2), and Agj  





Rj
L fj

Dgj1  0  C fj ; Dgj2  0 ; x gj  i j

 1
; Bgj1  
 L fj


Vdcj
; C gj  1 ;
0 ; Bgj2 
L fj



is the state; v j  v DGj


dv DGj 

dt 

T

is the

exogenous input; uj is the control signal with -1≤uj≤1; and ygj  iDGj is the output,
which will be regulated according to reference signals. In the simulation studies in this
chapter, DG inverters 3 and 4 are not used during grid-connected condition. However,
if they were to be used, they would have the same model with vDG3=vDG4=vG.

Figure 3-5 shows the islanded condition. The microgrid will solely supply the overall
load demand. Therefore, the VCM should be adopted by the DG inverter(s) to regulate
the PCC voltage with a desired magnitude and frequency generated by the droop
controller. The state-space model for DG inverters of the SB and the PEMFC stack can
be written as follows:

xi  Ai xi  Bi1i  Bi 2u

(3.10)

where the subscript i denotes islanded condition and
 R3

 Lf 3

Ai   0

 1
 C
 f

0


R4
Lf 4
1
C f

1 
Vdc3



L
Lf 3 
 0 
 f3
1 



 ; Bi1   0  ; Bi 2   0
Lf 4 
 1 


 C f 
 0
0 








0 

Vdc4 
Lf 4 

0 
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with C f  C f 3  C f 4 ; xi  i3

i4

vG T ; i   i DG3  i DG4 ; u  u3

u 4 T . Since

iDG3+iDG4=iG1+iG2 and iGj=iLj-iDGj (j=1, 2), it follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that,
neglecting the line impedances within DG inverters 1 and 2 (hence vDGj=vG), a unified
model can be obtained for all DG inverters during islanded conditions:
xij  Aij xij  Bij1ij  Bij2u j

(3.11)

yij  Cij xij  Dij1i j  Dij2u j

(3.12)

where j  1, 2, 3, 4 and

 Rj

L fj
Aij  
 1
 C
 f
Dgj2



0 
  ;
0 

1 
Vdcj 
 0

 0 
L fj 


1


;B 
;B  L
; C   C fj
 ij1  C   ij 2  fj  ij 1  C 
0 
f 
f


 0 

4

with

C f   C fn ;
n 1



xij  i j

v DGj

T

is

the

1
 0 
 ; D   C fj  ;
0 ij1  
 C f 


state

vector;

i j   i Lm   in is the exogenous input of the DG inverter j ; u j is the control
m

n j



input, with  1  u j  1 ; and yij  v DGj i DGj

T

is the output, which will be

regulated according to references. Even though it is called VCM, both vDGj and iDGj
will be regulated to guarantee the power delivered. In addition, the exogenous input i’j
cannot be measured directly because it includes quantities outside the inverter, as
shown above. However, i’j can be obtained by applying a Kalman filter to the output
yij. It will be detailed in Section 3.3.

3.2.4

Droop Control for Parallel Operation of Inverters

A fault occurs in the upstream network which results in the opening of the CB, which
isolates the microgrid from the grid. Consequently, the only power sources that can
supply the loads are the DG units shown in Figure 3-1. The real and reactive power
demand ΔP and ΔQ will be shared among n DG inverters as follows:
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n

P   Pj

(3.13)

j 1
n

Q   Q j

(3.14)

j 1

where ΔPj and ΔQj are the real and reactive power variations of the jth DG inverter,
respectively

The droop control method proposed in [66], [117] is used for the sharing of the real
and reactive power within the microgrid. It regulates the magnitude and frequency of
vDGj as the jth DG inverter is operating in VCM:



 j  ref  k P, j  Pref , j  Pj



vDGj  vref  kQ, j  (Qref , j  Q j )

(3.15)
(3.16)

where Pj and Qj represent the actual active and reactive power outputs of the jth DG
unit; kP,j and kQ,j are the droop characteristics of the jth DG unit; ωj and vDGj are the
frequency and magnitude of the output voltage of the jth DG unit; Pref,j and Qref,j are
the real and reactive power references based on power rating of the DG unit; and ωref
and vref are the references for the frequency and magnitude of the output voltage
during islanded condition.

3.3

Model Predictive Control Design of DG Inverters

Some research works can be found that focus on the application of MPC for inverter
control. In [93], the authors present a Finite Control Set Model Predictive Control
scheme. This scheme can achieve successful control over different converters without
additional modulation techniques or internal cascade control loops. However, the
authors do not consider the parallel operation of the inverters. In [118], the feasibility
of MPC in controlling parallel-connected inverters are investigated. Nonetheless, the
authors focus mainly on the application of the inverters in uninterruptible power
supplies that are in standalone operation. Nonetheless, limited research works can be
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found on the implementation of MPC for parallel operation of DG inverters in
microgrids.

A newly developed MPC algorithm for paralleled DG inverters is proposed in this
research using the mathematical model developed in Section 3.2. This MPC algorithm
decomposes the MPC optimization into two subproblems: a steady-state subproblem
and a transient subproblem. A moving horizon method is adopted to solve both
problems in grid-connected and islanded conditions of the proposed microgrid. This
approach can greatly reduce the computational time, and therefore, it is designed for
fast sampling systems to regulate periodic signals.

Whether the microgrid operates in grid-connected or islanded condition, the
discretized state-space model of the DG inverters can be written as follows:
x   Ax  B1w  B2u

(3.17)

y  Cx  D1w  D2u

(3.18)

where the superscript + represents the time-shift operator (the sampling interval is set
to be Ts), and w is the periodic exogenous signal. As understood, for any periodic
signal that has a finite number of harmonics, this signal can be further expressed as an
autonomous finite dimensional LTI state-space model. For instance, for a periodic
signal whose fundamental frequency is ω and that consists of only odd harmonics, the
A-matrix of the corresponding state-space model then can be written as

 coshTs  sin hTs 
 sin hT  coshT  where
s
s 


h=1,

3,

5,

…,

and

the

C-matrix

is

[1 0 1 0 … 1 0]. Additionally, the initial state of this autonomous model can determine
the magnitude and phase angle of this periodic signal. Therefore, the exogenous signal
w in (3.17) and (3.18) and the reference d can be presented as:

   A 

(3.19)

w  Cw

(3.20)

d  Cd 

(3.21)
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for some A , C w and C d as described above. When in grid-connected condition, the
DG inverter of the MT or the PV array is operating in CCM. The reference d, which
iDG is required to track, and the output y typically should consist of the same order of
harmonics as iL (or some harmonics of iL will contaminate the distribution grid).
Additionally, this order of harmonics is derived from the required real and reactive
power outputs of the DG unit. However, the DG inverters of the SB and the PEMFC
stack operate in VCM during islanded condition. Furthermore, y=[vDG iDG]T for the DG
units and the first part of the reference d, which is tracked by vDG, is typically a
sinusoidal signal. The frequency and magnitude of this waveform are determined by
(3.13) and (3.14), respectively.
The exogenous system is shown in the state-space model in (3.19) – (3.21). This
research only considers odd harmonics up to the 29th order. However, this proposed
method can be used to consider even harmonics or high-order harmonics. The sets of
the Fourier coefficients of w and d are indicated as the exogenous state  . This
exogenous state can be identified through a Kalman filter based observer. During
islanded condition, although w cannot be measured, it can be obtained through the
observer by combining the exogenous system with the DG inverter model in (3.11)
and (3.12) using the measurement of y and the known d.

The simulation studies in this research use a sampling interval of Ts=0.2 ms. This
sampling interval selected is actually considered very fast in terms of traditional MPC
application. Yet it is necessary for such a problem that intends to deal with high-order
harmonics. According to [119], such a sampling in the range of tens of kHz is possible
with state-of-the-art technology.

The control signal u in (3.17) and (3.18) is divided into two components:

u  us  ut

(3.22)

where us is the steady-state control signal, and ut is the transient control signal. It is
assumed that uus and ut0 asymptotically. These two components both will be
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considered in the MPC algorithm. The steady-state part will adopt a dynamic MPC
algorithm, while the transient part will adopt a more conventional finite-horizon
approach. This is because the conventional finite-horizon approach is relatively more
computationally intensive. The steady-state part will be calculated through a different
algorithm that uses proper trade-offs for best possible performance for a low
complexity. By doing so, a smaller Ts then can be chosen for such a fast sampling
system.

3.3.1

Steady-State Subproblem

In the steady-state subproblem, xxs, yys and uus asymptotically. According to
(3.17) and (3.18), the following equations can be obtained:
xs  Ax s  B1w  B2u s

(3.23)

y s  Cxs  D1w  D2u s

(3.24)

us  1

(3.25)

subject to

Ideally, ys should equal the reference d; i.e., defining a tracking error as follows:

es  ys  d  0

(3.26)

However, this ideal situation cannot always be realized because of the constraint
shown in (3.25). A dynamic MPC algorithm is used to generate the steady-state
control us as follows:

ˆ   Aˆˆ

(3.27)

u s  Cˆˆ

(3.28)
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where the matrices Aˆ and Cˆ are defined offline, but the initial state ˆ at time k will
be calculated online using a moving horizon. Therefore, xs can be expressed as:
xs  X  X̂ˆ

(3.29)

where the matrices X and X̂ satisfy the following:
XA  AX  B1C w

(3.30)

XˆA  AXˆ  B2Cˆ

(3.31)

Additionally, both y s and e s are linear functions of  and ˆ as follows:

y s  Cxs  D1w  D2u s





 CX  D1C w   CXˆ  D2Cˆ ˆ

(3.32)

es  ys  d
 ys  Cd 





 CX  D1Cw  Cd   CXˆ  D2Cˆ ˆ

(3.33)

The exogenous state  is estimated online by the Kalman-based observer. Therefore,
the follow optimization problem
min  es k  i T Qes (k  i)
ˆ( k ) i

subject to us k  i   1

(3.34)

then can be solved by obtaining the optimal control state ˆ(k ) and, accordingly, the
steady-state control us(k), where the summation in (3.34) is for a period of 0.02s, given
that the Q is a given positive definite matrix. The model presented in (3.27) and (3.28)
is a prediction model for future us, while executive us will be recomputed from (3.34)
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with a moving horizon. The matrices Aˆ and Cˆ only can be determined under the
conditions below:
1) Systems (3.27) and (3.28) are observable.
2) Aˆ has the same order of harmonics as A in (3.19).
3) A transformation matrix T exists, such that ˆ  T for all time and it always
results in es=0; i.e., the optimization
min  es k  i T Qes (k  i)

(3.35)

ˆ( k ) i

will have value zero attained at ˆ(k )  T k  .
A unique optimizer ˆ(k ) will be guaranteed with the above conditions. In addition,
when the constraint |us|≤1 is not violated, the dynamic control laws stated in (3.27) and
(3.28) are equivalent to the optimal state-feedback law given by u s  CˆT .

3.3.2

Transient Subproblem

The transient signals ut=u-us, xt=x-xs and yt=y-ys are defined to solve the transient
subproblem. According to (3.17), (3.18), (3.23) and (3.24), ut, xt, and yt should satisfy
the following:
xt  Axt  B2ut

(3.36)

yt  Cxt  D2ut

(3.37)

The objective is to make yt0 as soon as possible, subject to
u s  ut  1

(3.38)

Such a transient problem can be solved by a conventional MPC algorithm that adopts a
finite horizon with a terminal cost. Specifically, for the given positive definite matrices
Q and R and the chosen length of control horizon Nu, the following optimization
should be solved:
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Nu



min  yt (k  i)T Qyt (k  i)  ut (k  i)T Ru t (k  i)

u ( k i )



i 1

(3.39)

 xt ( Nu  1)T PT xt ( Nu  1)

subject to u s k  i   ut k  i   1

The matrix A in the present case is stable. Therefore, an appropriate selection of PT is
the weighted observability Gramian obtained from the following Lyapunov equation:

AT PT A  PT  C T QC  0

(3.40)

This makes the optimization in (3.39) equivalent to the following optimization:




min  yt (k  i)T Qyt (k  i)  ut (k  i)T Rut (k  i)

u ( k i )



i 1

subject to u s k  i   ut k  i   1 for i  N u

(3.41)

and ut k  i   0 for i  N u

It can be seen from (3.41) that this optimization requires us and xs. These two can be
obtained through the steady-state subproblem. It also requires the information of the
system state x. This can be estimated using a Kalman-based observer on (3.17) and
(3.18). Figure 3-7 shows the overall configuration of the proposed control algorithm,
which includes the steady-state control signal and the transient control signal. The
control and prediction horizons of the transient MPC are both set to 10 with a carefully
determined terminal cost. The steady-state MPC does not have a control horizon as it
is a dynamic MPC algorithm. The prediction horizon is set to 50 which corresponds to
half of the fundamental period of 50 Hz (50*0.2 ms=0.01 s). Note that the objective of
the steady-state MPC is to provide the reference signals for voltage and current, and it
is possible to update at a lower frequency if required.
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Figure 3-7: Overall MPC controller for the DG inverter with E/KF denoting the
exogenous Kalman filter and P/KF denoting the plant Kalman filter.

3.4

Simulation Studies

Matlab/Simulink is used for the simulation studies of this chapter. Different scenarios
in both grid-connected and islanded conditions are tested in simulation environment.
Both linear load and nonlinear load are considered in the simulation studies. A threephase dimmer load is introduced as Load 1; it has real power demand of PL,1=15 kW
and reactive power demand of QL,1=9.7 kVAr. In the Matlab/Simulink environment, a
current source is used to simulate this dimmer load using the experimental results of
different light dimmers described in [120]. A three-phase RL load is introduced as
Load 2; it has real power demand of PL,2=5 kW and reactive power demand of QL,2=3
kVAr. Table 3-1 includes the system parameters in the simulated system. The detailed
parameters of the distribution lines and the transformer are obtained using the data in
[121]. Rough estimation has been made for DG internal resistance, as it is generally
unknown.
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Table 3-1: Parameters of the Proposed System
Parameter

3.4.1

Value

Distribution grid voltage

vG = 230 Vrms (phase)

DC-link voltage

Vdc = 800 Vdc

Distribution line impedance

Rℓ = 7.5 mΩ, Lℓ = 25.7 μH

Transformer impedance

RT = 1.9 mΩ, LT = 28.6 μH

LC filter

Lf = 1.2 mH, Cf = 20 μF

DG inverter loss resistance

Rf = 0.01 Ω

Test Case 1: Power Quality Improvement with Load Sharing During
Grid-Connected Condition

To reduce the power delivered from the upstream network and the generation burden,
the main DG units in the microgrid are required to supply a certain amount of power to
the loads during grid-connected condition. This scenario is demonstrated in Test Case
1 with the power flow managed among the upstream distribution network, the DG
inverters and the loads. DG inverter 1, which is the MT, is required to supply 50% of
PL,1, while DG inverter 2, which is the PV, is required to supply 60% of PL,2. The
remaining real power load demand is supplied by the distribution grid. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, the SB is charged during the off-peak period when the cost of power
generation from the distribution grid is low. The PEMFC stack is in idle mode in case
of a sudden demand for power. Test Case 1 is also conducted to demonstrate that the
DG units are able to compensate for the harmonics in the load currents, and improve
the power quality of the distribution network. For this purpose, DG inverter 1, which is
shown in Figure 3-1, is required to compensate for the harmonics in the load current of
Load 1, as it contains a nonlinear three-phase dimmer load. By doing so, the
harmonics will be compensated locally and will not cause any harmonic problem for
the microgrid and the upstream network.

Figure 3-8 shows the total load current absorbed by Load 1 iL1, the current supplied by
DG inverter 1 to Load 1 iDG1, and the current supplied by the grid to Load 1 iG1 for
0<t<0.2 s. It can be seen that during the initialization period of 0<t<0.06 s, iG1 is
gradually stabilized to steady-state because the DG inverter controller needs
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approximately three cycles to follow the reference steadily. In this period, a large
transient inrush current is observed in iDG1, as shown in Figure 3-8. In this research, it
is assumed that the DG inverter can withstand such a large transient current. The total
harmonic distortion (THD) of iL1 in steady-state is 41.7%. With the implementation of
the proposed MPC control to regulate the output current of DG inverter 1, the THD of
iG1 is now improved to approximately 0.4%, as shown in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8: Waveforms of three-phase Load 1 current iL1 (top), three-phase DG 1
current iDG1 (middle), and three-phase grid current iG1 (bottom).

In addition, to guarantee a unity power factor at the distribution grid side, the DG
inverter 1 will be controlled to deliver the entire reactive component iLf1,q of iL1 as in
(3.5). The result can be seen in Figure 3-9, which shows the zoom-in waveforms of the
grid voltage vG (the voltage has been scaled down by a factor of 0.25 for comparison
purposes) and iG1 for 0<t<0.14 s. It can be seen that iG1 is in phase with that of vG with
this power factor correction function.
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Figure 3-9: Waveforms of grid voltage vG and grid current iG1 for phase a.
The real and reactive power delivered by DG inverter 1 and 2 for 0<t<0.2 s are shown
in Figures 3-10 and 3-11, respectively. For real power balance, DG inverter 1 and 2
supply 7.5 kW (50% of PL,1) and 3 kW (60% of PL,2) respectively. This proves that the
proposed MPC algorithm can track and control the inverters to deliver the required
real power. Similarly, for reactive power compensation, DG inverter 1 and 2 are
required to inject all the reactive power of 12.7 kVAr to be absorbed by the loads to
maintain unity power factor at the grid side. Figure 3-12 shows the real and reactive
power delivered by the upstream distribution network to Loads 1 and 2, and to charge
the SB for 0<t<0.2 s. It can be seen that the upstream distribution network delivers 7.5
kW (50% of PL,1) to Load 1, 2 kW (40% of PL,2) to Load 2, and an additional power of
1.5 kW to the SB. Additionally, it can be seen that as DG inverter 1 and 2 have
compensated for all the reactive power required by the loads, the reactive power
supplied by the distribution grid is zero, which ensures unity power factor at the grid
side.
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Figure 3-10: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by DG inverter 1.

Figure 3-11: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by DG inverter 2.
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Figure 3-12: Total real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by the grid to
Loads 1 and 2, and to charge the SB.

3.4.2

Test Case 2: Load Sharing during Islanded condition with Droop
Control

In Test Case 2, the backup DG units (i.e., the SB and the PEMFC stack) are activated
when the microgrid switches to islanded condition. It demonstrates that the backup DG
units can share the real and reactive power when the operating condition changes. For
0<t<0.2 s, the microgrid stays in grid-connected condition. At t=0.2 s, a fault occurs in
the upstream network of the distribution grid, and the CB, which is shown in Figure 31, is opened to cut the connection between the microgrid and the upstream network.

As shown in Figure 3-13 which is the real and reactive power delivered by DG
inverter 1 for 0.1<t<0.4 s, the MT increases its real power generation from 7.5 kW to
approximately 11.4 kW during 0.2<t<0.4 s. The reactive power generated by the MT
remains at 9.7 kVAr which is the same in Test Case 1. The real and reactive power
delivered by DG inverter 2 for 0.1<t<0.4 s is shown in Figure 3-14. It can be seen that
the PV maintains its real and reactive power generations at 3 kW and 3 kVAr
throughout this period. This is because the PV is constantly working in MPPT mode.
From the above-mentioned analysis, it can be observed that the real power generation
from the MT and the PV cannot meet the total real power load demand. Hence, the SB
and PEMFC stacks are controlled to deliver the required real power to the load. This
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can be achieved through the frequency and voltage droop control method through a
centralized approach by sending the frequency and voltage references to all DG units.
As the MT and the PV are compensating for all the reactive power required by the
load, the backup DG units are not required to provide reactive power sharing. This can
avoid inaccurate reactive power sharing due to network cable impedances [66], [117],
[122], and also reduce the transmission line losses.

Figure 3-13: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by DG inverter 1.

Figure 3-14: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by DG inverter 2.
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Figures 3-15 and 3-16 show the real power delivered by DG inverter 3 and 4,
respectively, for 0.1<t<0.4 s. For 0<t<0.2 s, both the SB and the PEMFC stacks are in
idle mode. After the microgrid transitions into islanded condition at t=0.2 s, DG
inverter 3 and 4 increase their real power generation to approximately 3.28 kW and
2.28 kW respectively. It can be seen from both waveforms that the proposed MPC
algorithm can make the DG inverters track and achieve steady-state operation in about
0.5 cycle. Figure 3-17 shows the waveform of vDG, in which it can be observed that the
frequency of vDG drops from its nominal value of 50 Hz to 49.8 Hz to realize the
frequency droop control for real power sharing.

Figure 3-15: Real power delivered by DG inverter 3.

Figure 3-16: Real power delivered by DG inverter 4.

Figure 3-17: Inverter output voltage vDG of DG units 3 and 4.
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3.4.3

Test Case 3: Investigation on Network Voltage Changes

In Singapore’s low-voltage distribution network, operators are required to maintain the
voltage of the distribution network within ±6% of its nominal value. In the proposed
microgrid configuration, which is shown in Figure 3-1, all the DG units are connected
to the PCC directly through the distribution line. Therefore, during islanded condition,
the change of the real and reactive power flows will affect the voltage profiles for the
loads that are connected to the microgrid at the PCC. The voltage change ΔV can be
formulated as follows:

V 

PR  QX
V

(3.42)

where R and X are the resistance and inductance of the distribution line, and V is the
voltage at the load side. It can be concluded from (3.42) that the voltage at the load
side can be greatly affected by both the resistance and inductance of the distribution
line [123].

In Test Case 3, the voltage at PCC is investigated when different load demands are
connected to the PCC during islanded condition. Specifically, instead of Load 1 and
Load 2, an initial load of 2 kW and 1.24 kVAr is connected to the microgrid at the
PCC as shown in Figure 3-1. To analyze the effect of the real and reactive power
demand on the PCC voltage, a step size of 1 kW and 0.62 kVAr of load is added to the
PCC every 0.1 s for 0<t<1 s. The choices of real and reactive power demand step to be
1 kW and 0.62 kVAr, respectively, are to maintain the power factor at approximately
0.85.

The result is shown in Figure 3-18. It can be observed from this figure that each
increment causes a significant voltage drop in per unit (p.u.) value in the voltage at
PCC as explained by (3.42). The voltage has dropped from about 0.96 p.u. at the initial
condition to about 0.75 p.u. Therefore, the conclusion can be made that in islanded
condition, the increases of the real and reactive power demands will increase the
voltage drop to at the PCC. To solve this problem, different solutions can be used. For
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instance, a traditional technique is to use a tap-changing transformer that can control
the voltage at the PCC [124].

Figure 3-18: Voltage profile (in p.u.) for changes in the real and reactive power of the
load demand.

3.4.4

Test Case 4: Investigation on Increased Fault Level

As the DG units are connected to the microgrid through DG inverters, the fault level of
the low-voltage distribution network will be altered. A more complicated flow of fault
currents will occur during any fault happening in the microgrid. Test Case 4
investigates the fault level based on the proposed microgrid configuration. The results
can affect the operations of the CB in Figure 3-1 and the distribution lines.

Test Case 4 features a scenario in which a fault occurs on the distribution line that
connects the microgrid and the MT (Point F), as shown in Figure 3-1 in gridconnected condition. Figure 3-19 is the equivalent single-line diagram of the microgrid
shown in Figure 3-1 to illustrate the situation in this test. It can be seen that fault
currents will be drawn from the PV, the MT, and the distribution network. Different
values of currents and voltages at different points of the distribution network during
the fault at Point F can be found in Table 3-2. The fault currents from DG inverter 1
and 2, and the grid for 0<t<0.1 s are shown in Figures 3-20, 3-21, and 3-22,
respectively. According to relevant literature [117], [124], the DG inverter can only
supply a certain amount of short-circuit current typically from 1.5 p.u. to 2 p.u.
Therefore, in this test case, the fault currents drawn from the DG inverters of the MT
and the PV are restricted to 2 p.u. It then can be concluded that the integration of the
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MT and the PV in the distribution network will increase the fault level at point F by
about 2.69% during grid-connected condition.

Figure 3-19: Equivalent single-line diagram of the proposed microgrid during fault
analysis.
Table 3-2: Numerical Values of Currents and Voltages during Fault
Value (p.u.)
Parameter
Distribution grid voltage (high-voltage side) E = 10.0402
Distribution grid voltage (low-voltage side)

vG = 10

Output voltage of DG inverter 1

v1 = 0.9997  0.0217

Output voltage of DG inverter 2

v2 = 0.9998  0.0145

Fault current from distribution grid

iG,F = 251  77.81

Fault current from DG inverter 1 (MT)

i1,F = 2  47.14

Fault current from DG inverter 2 (PV array)

i2,F = 2  47.13

Figure 3-20: Fault current from DG inverter 1.
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Figure 3-21: Fault current from DG inverter 2.

Figure 3-22: Fault current from distribution grid.
To reduce the fault level, one possible solution is simply to improve the short-circuit
capabilities of the CB and distribution lines. However, this will cause an increase in
the cost of constructing this microgrid. Another method is to introduce artificial
reactances between the DG units and the distribution network. However, due to time
constraints, this point will not be discussed in this thesis.

3.5

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a centralized control approach using an energy management strategy
and an MPC based algorithm for the parallel operation of the DG inverters in an AC
microgrid in both grid-connected and islanded conditions has been proposed. During
grid-connected condition, the operation of the inverters is controlled to work in the
CCM to control the real and reactive power to be delivered to the load. During
islanded condition, the inverters then are controlled to work in VCM to regulate the
voltage outputs of the DG inverters. The control strategy proposed in the EMS
regulates the operation of the paralleled DG inverters, especially during islanded
conditions, to use frequency droop control for power sharing. The proposed MPC
algorithm decomposes the control problem of the DG inverter into two subproblems.
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Kalman filters are integrated to calculate certain required references for the MPC
algorithm based local DG inverter controller. This centralized operation and control
approach is incorporated in the simulation of four test cases. The simulation results
verify the effectiveness of the control approach. The alteration of the voltage profiles
and fault levels are investigated using the proposed microgrid. Further studies can be
extended to solve these problems in the future. As this research purely relies on the
simulation results, experimental studies using hardware to validate the proposed
control approach are needed.
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CHAPTER 4

OPERATION AND CONTROL OF DISTRIBUTED
GENERATION INVERTERS IN AN ISLANDED
MICROGRID [125]

Nomenclature
Δf

Change in the system frequency.

ΔPapg

Change in the actual real power generation of the primary DG unit.

ΔPabg

Change in the actual real power generations of the backup DG units.

ΔPpg

Reference value of the change in the real power of the primary DG unit.

ΔPbg

Reference values of the changes in the real power of the backup DG
units.

ΔPL

Change in the real power delivered to the load.

D

Emulated load damping constant of the system.

H

Emulated inertia constant of the generator.

f0

Nominal system frequency.

Kdp

Droop control setting.

P0

Nominal real power output of the backup DG units.

fd

Threshold frequency for the backup DG units to activate droop control.

Pcap

Capacity of each backup DG unit.

Td

Time interval to activate secondary frequency control.

Pdiff

The power difference between the real power delivered by the primary
DG unit and the load.

Pbg1_op

Optimal real power generation reference for backup DG unit 1.

Pbg2_op

Optimal real power generation reference for backup DG unit 2.

Pbg1_cap

Capacity of backup DG unit 1.

Pbg2_cap

Capacity of backup DG unit 2.

Ebg1

Relative economic factor of backup DG unit 1.

Ebg2

Relative economic factor of backup DG unit 2.

vs

Output three-phase voltage of the inverter.

Lf

Inductance of the LC filter of the inverter.

Cf

Capacitance of the LC filter of the inverter.

ik

Three-phase current flowing through Lf.

iDG

Three-phase output current of the inverter.
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vDG

Three-phase output voltage of the inverter.

Δfls

Difference between the actual frequency of the microgrid and the
allowable lower frequency limit.

Δfth

Predetermined frequency deviation threshold for load shedding.

ΔPth

Real power shedding step.

Kls

Load shedding coefficient.

4.1

Introduction

In traditional power systems which consist mainly of rotating synchronous generators,
any power imbalance between generation and demand will cause the generators to
change their operating speed, thus resulting in system frequency variation. However,
an islanded microgrid which consists of only inverter-interfaced DG units will exhibit
a non-inertia characteristic, and the controllers of the DG inverters will maintain the
frequency of the microgrid at the predetermined reference. Because of this, during
islanded condition, although there is a difference between generation and demand, the
frequency will only fluctuate within acceptable range. Thus, the primary DG unit will
suffer from overloading.

To analyze and propose a feasible control strategy for an islanded AC microgrid with
inverter-interfaced DG units, a combined centralized and decentralized approach is
discussed in this chapter. The key research aspects are listed as follows:
1) Analysis is conducted in this research to model the system frequency of a
microgrid. A synthetic frequency model is proposed to be implemented in the
EMS for droop control in islanded condition.
2) A droop control based MPC algorithm is proposed for the DG inverters in the
microgrid. The MPC algorithm uses a fixed set of equations in both gridconnected and islanded conditions.
3) A control strategy is proposed in the EMS to sustain the operation of a
microgrid in both grid-connected and islanded modes. The proposed control
strategy also includes a load shedding scheme.
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4.2

Microgrid Configuration under Study

This research work focuses on the analysis of a microgrid with inverter-interfaced DG
units. This kind of microgrid is not designed to be working in islanded condition for
too long with certain percentage of RES penetration. The microgrid configuration for
this research is proposed as shown in Figure 4-1. In the configuration, the PCC is
connected to a 22 kV infeed through a 1 MVA 22/0.4 kV transformer. The PV arrays
installed are connected to the PCC through a DC/DC boost converter and a DG
inverter. The DC/DC boost converter stabilizes the voltage across the capacitor Cpv2,
and the DG inverter controls the output current and voltage during grid-connected and
islanded conditions. All the line resistances and reactances are neglected because all
the DG units and the local load are located within a relatively small area. In this
research, the PV is assumed to work in normal condition during islanding because one
of the objectives of this chapter is to investigate the implementation of frequency
control when the upstream network is disconnected.
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Figure 4-1: Proposed microgrid configuration under study.
Together with the local load, there are two more DG units which are connected to the
PCC. The reason to choose SB and MT is that they have very fast response capability.
The SB is connected to the PCC through a bidirectional DC/DC converter and a DG
inverter. In discharging mode, the bidirectional DC/DC converter stabilizes the voltage
across the capacitor Csb, and the DG inverter controls the output current and voltage
during grid-connected and islanded conditions. In charging mode, the bidirectional
DC/DC converter controls the charging current or charging voltage of the SB under
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different charging modes, and the DG inverter is working as a rectifier to stabilize the
voltage across the capacitor Csb. However, in this research, the charging mode of the
SB is not considered because the focus is on the analysis of the microgrid during
islanded situation when the SB is working in discharging mode. The SOC of the SB
has the following energy constraints: SOCmin≤SOC≤SOCmax. Under certain situation,
if the PV output is higher than the load, the SB will be charged to absorb the
overproduction from the PV provided the SOC of the SB is lower than its maximum
value. If the SB is fully charged, the excessive PV power generation will be curtailed
by the DG inverter of the PV.

The SB can be charged at grid-connected condition during off-peak periods. In this
research, it is assumed that at the start of the islanding, the SOC of the SB is at least
sufficient to supply power to the microgrid for the duration of the simulation.

Similarly, the MT is connected to the PCC through a rectifier and a DG inverter. The
rectifier stabilizes Vmt, and the DG inverter controls the output current and voltage
during grid-connected and islanded conditions.

4.3

Modeling and Control of Frequency in Microgrid during Islanded
Condition

As described in Section 2.2, P-f droop control and secondary frequency control are
largely implemented in traditional power systems because they are a very effective
way of controlling different online generators. The frequency is naturally related to the
rotational speeds of the online generators which vary according to the supply/demand
of power in traditional power systems. However, in an islanded inverter feed
microgrid, this relationship between the frequency and the supply/demand of power
does not exist anymore.

Therefore, in order to implement a control strategy in a microgrid in both gridconnected and islanded conditions, a frequency model is proposed for the EMS of the
proposed microgrid to emulate the frequency characteristics of a synchronous
generator during islanded condition. With the implementation of the frequency model,
different frequency control methods which consist of P-f droop control and secondary
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frequency control can therefore be proposed for the islanded microgrid. The P-f droop
control is used to balance real power generation and demand, while the secondary
frequency control is used to restore nominal frequency.

4.3.1

Frequency Model

To emulate the frequency behavior of a synchronous generator during islanded
condition, a frequency model, which is shown in Figure 4-2, is proposed in this
research. Apart from the frequency control methods that will be introduced later, the
frequency model can be expressed as follows which are extracted from LFC equations
[65]:
f (s)  GP (s)[Papg (s)  Pabg (s)  PL (s)]

G pg ( s) 

Gbg ( s) 
GP ( s ) 

Papg
Ppg

Pabg
Pbg

(4.1)



1
1  sTpg

(4.2)



1
1  sTbg

(4.3)

f0
KP
1/ D


f 0 D  2sH 1  s(2 H / f 0 D) 1  sTP

(4.4)

where Δf represents the change in the system frequency, GP represents the transfer
function from real power to system frequency, ΔPapg represents the change in the
actual real power generation of the primary DG unit, ΔPabg represents the change in
the actual real power generation of the backup DG units, ΔPpg represents the reference
value of the change in the real power of the primary DG unit, ΔPbg represents the
reference values of the changes in the real power of the backup DG units, ΔPL
represents the change in the real power delivered to the load, Gpg represents the
transfer function from ΔPpg to ΔPapg, Tpg represents the time delay constant in the
transfer function Gpg, Gbg represents the transfer function from ΔPbg to ΔPabg, Tbg
represents the time delay constant in the transfer function Gbg, D represents the
emulated load damping constant of the system, H represents the emulated inertia
constant of the generator, f0 represents the nominal system frequency, and KP and TP
are the gain and time constant of the transfer function respectively.
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The emulated inertia parameters, D and H mentioned above, in the frequency model
aim to emulate the inertia characteristics of a synchronous generator. There are a few
methods to estimate these inertia parameters [126]-[128], which make it feasible to
implement the frequency model in the EMS.

Primary
DG Unit
Capacity
Frequency
Control
Methods &
Load
Shedding

ΔPpg
ΔPbg

Gpg
Gbg

ΔPapg
ΔPabg

GP

Δf

ΔPL

Figure 4-2: Frequency model of an islanded microgrid.
The frequency model is critical for this research because the control strategy is based
on frequency control based algorithm which will be implemented to handle islanded
situation in an inverter-interfaced microgrid. Without the frequency model, which can
be seen from Figure 4-3(a), the frequency of an islanded microgrid will not follow the
frequency characteristics of a synchronous generator. This is because the inverter
controller can maintain the frequency of the islanded microgrid even when the
generation is less than the demand which will cause overloading to the DG units. With
the frequency model, which can be seen from Figure 4-3(b), the frequency will adopt
the frequency characteristics of a synchronous generator in which the frequency drops
when the generation is less than the demand. Load shedding is usually initiated in
traditional power systems to restore the frequency back to its nominal value. This
avoids overloading to the DG units.
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Figure 4-3: Relationship between frequency and real power: (a) without frequency
model; (b) with frequency model.

4.3.2

P-f Droop Control

During grid-connected condition, the online generators have a frequency characteristic
which is usually acquired through historical data. The inverters of all DG units will
adopt a certain P-f droop for droop control.

During islanded condition, with the frequency model described above, the DG inverter
of one chosen primary DG unit such as PV, will be provided with the reference of the
calculated frequency according to (4.1)-(4.4). It will be responsible for maintaining the
frequency during islanded condition.

For the other backup DG units such as SB and MT, P-f droop control is proposed as
shown in Figure 4-2. By detecting the frequency in the microgrid, the backup DG units
will adjust their real power outputs according to the droop algorithm expressed as
follows:

 P0 , if f  f d
P
 P0  K dp ( f  f d ), if f  f d

(4.5)

subject to: P ≤ Pcap.

where Kdp represents the droop control setting, P0 represents the nominal real power
output of the backup DG units which is set to be zero initially and will be defined by
the secondary frequency control continuously, f is the frequency of the microgrid, fd is
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the threshold frequency for the backup DG units to activate droop control, and Pcap is
the capacity of each backup DG unit.

By implementing the above control strategy with primary DG unit maintaining
microgrid frequency and backup DG units working in droop control, the power
imbalance problem can be solved. However, the system will operate in underfrequency
operation. In order to restore the frequency back to its nominal value of 50 Hz, a
secondary frequency control needs to be incorporated.

4.3.3

Modified Secondary Frequency Control

Secondary frequency control is usually performed using automatic generation control
(AGC) in traditional power systems. In this research, a modified secondary frequency
control for a microgrid in islanded condition is proposed. The time interval Td for
traditional AGC is usually 20 seconds to 10 minutes. However, longer time interval
will result in longer underfrequency operation time. Therefore, in the microgrid under
study, Td is chosen to be 10 seconds for faster response and reasonable computation
burden.

After a delay of Td, the power difference Pdiff between the real power delivered by the
primary DG unit and the load is calculated as follows:
Pdiff  Ppg  PL

(4.6)

The EMS will compare Pdiff with the total capacity of the backup DG units, and shed
excessive load if necessary. Through the EMS, the references for different backup DG
units will then be determined by solving the optimization problem to minimize the
following cost function Hs:
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H s  WP {[ Pbg1 _ op  Pdiff Pbg1 _ cap ( Pbg1 _ cap  Pbg 2 _ cap )]2
 [ Pbg 2 _ op  Pdiff Pbg 2 _ cap ( Pbg1 _ cap  Pbg 2 _ cap )] 2 }

(4.7)

 WC ( Ebg1 Pbg1 _ op  Ebg 2 Pbg 2 _ op )

where WP and WC are different weights, Pbg1_op is the optimal real power generation
reference for backup DG unit 1, Pbg2_op is the optimal real power generation reference
for backup DG unit 2, Pbg1_cap is the capacity of backup DG unit 1, Pbg2_cap is the
capacity of backup DG unit 2, and Ebg1 and Ebg2 are the relative economic factors of
backup DG unit 1 and backup DG unit 2 respectively.

The control signals will be sent to the inverters of the backup DG units to reset their
generation references. Therefore, the system frequency of the microgrid will be
restored back to its nominal value of 50 Hz by the proposed secondary frequency
control.

4.4

Proposed MPC Algorithm for DG Inverters

MPC has been a promising control algorithm for many applications, and it is also a
very powerful control algorithm for inverters due to its many advantages. As a digital
control algorithm, MPC is suitable for power electronic devices. Although the
computation burden of MPC algorithm is higher than other simpler control algorithms,
the FSC-MPC algorithm proposed in [93], [129] can reduce the computation burden of
the traditional MPC which is performed by using quadratic programming. Therefore,
MPC is chosen to be the control algorithm for the DG inverters in this research, and
(2.9)-(2.13) are applicable in the MPC algorithm.

In [93], [129] the MPC algorithm uses one-step scheme which means it only calculates
and executes one time step control signals. Unlike other implementations of MPC, the
authors prove that one-step scheme is sufficient for VCM in inverter control. However,
when it comes to CCM which is used in islanded condition, a one-step scheme is not
sufficient to ensure that the output current follows the reference.
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In this research, the modeling of the inverter is determined by applying Kirchhoff’s
current and voltage laws to the inverter model in Figure 4-4, the following equations
can be obtained:

v s  i k Rloss  L f
ik  C f

di k
 v DG
dt

(4.8)

dv DG
 i DG
dt

(4.9)

where Rloss represents the internal loss of the inverter, Lf and Cf are the inductance and
capacitance of the LC filter respectively, ik is the three-phase current which flows
through Lf, and iDG and vDG are the three-phase output current and voltage of the
inverter respectively.

Si1
a
Vdc

Si3

Si5

ik Rloss Lf

iDG

b

CDG
vs

c

vDG
Cf

Si2

Si4

Si6

Figure 4-4: Three-phase DG inverter model.
Compared to the sampling frequency, the output current iDG is changing slowly.
Therefore, the following assumption is made:

di DG
0
dt

(4.10)

By rearranging (4.8)-(4.10) into a state-space form, the continuous-time state-space
model can be obtained as follows:

dx
 Ax  Bu
dt

(4.11)
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y  Cx

where x  i k

i DG  , y  i DG
T

v DG

 Rloss L f
A   1 C f

0

1 L f
0
0

(4.12)

T
v DG  , u  v s ,

0 
1 L f 
0 0 1

 1 C f  , B   0  , C  
.
0 1 0

 0 
0 

The continuous state-space model described in (4.11) and (4.12) is then discretized
using zero-order hold with a sampling time of Ts=5×10-6 s. The discrete state-space
model can be obtained as follows:

x(k  1)  A d x(k )  B d u(k )

(4.13)

y(k )  Cd x(k )

(4.14)

where Ad, Bd and Cd are discretized coefficients from A, B and C in (4.11) and (4.12)
using zero-order hold and sampling time Ts.

In [93], [129], the reference is used to determine the control signal u(k). Technically,
with more steps of reference ahead of time to be considered, the control signal u(k)
can be more accurate because of more information. However, having more steps of
reference will result in an exponential increase in computational burden. Therefore, in
this research, two steps of reference are used to ensure better control performance,
while ensuring a reasonable computational burden. This point will also be verified in
the case studies in Section 4.6 later. The controller obtains the control signals by
minimizing the following cost function which tracks the error between the references
and the outputs:

J  {W[r (k )  y (k )]}T [r (k )  y (k )]
 {W[r(k  1)  y (k  1)]}T [r (k  1)  y (k  1)]

(4.15)

subject to v DG  VdcS
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where r(k) is the reference matrix which includes reference current and voltage,

0
W
W i
 is a weight matrix which adds different weights to the output current
 0 Wv 
and voltage. By assigning a larger value to one of these two weights, the controller
will give more effort in controlling output current (if Wi is larger) or output voltage (if
Wv is larger).

It can be observed that the MPC algorithm uses a fixed set of equations in both gridconnected and islanded conditions. To ensure proper operation of the DG inverters
during both operating conditions, both the output current and voltage are controlled.
By choosing different sets of weights for the output current and voltage in (4.15), the
controller can adjust itself into two different operation modes, i.e., VCM and CCM.

4.5

Proposed Control Strategy in the EMS

The objective of this research is to propose a control strategy for an islanded microgrid
with inverter-interfaced DG units. To take advantages of the frequency control
methods and the proposed MPC algorithm discussed in the previous sections, a
complete control strategy is proposed in the EMS. With proper control strategy in the
EMS, the control methods and algorithm are able to guarantee the operation of the
microgrid in both operation modes.

Figure 4-5 illustrates the proposed control strategy that the EMS adopts for the
microgrid under study. The EMS will detect and measure the energy and power
information of the microgrid. If the microgrid stays in grid-connected condition, all the
inverters will operate in droop control when the reference voltages and currents are
calculated using droop algorithm in (4.5) with current and voltage measurements.
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Figure 4-5: Proposed control strategy adopted by the EMS.
If the microgrid starts to be islanded from the upstream network, the microgrid will
work in islanded condition with a delay. Though smart meters and power electronic
devices such as inverters in the microgrid can respond in a very short time, a time
delay Tdl is still inevitable because of the signal transmission and the processing in the
EMS. During Tdl, the inverters will operate as if they are still in grid-connected
condition. However, in this research, both the output current and voltage are controlled
as shown by (4.15), thus the operation of the microgrid can still be maintained during
this period.

After Tdl, the microgrid will work in islanded condition. As illustrated in Figure 4-5,
during islanded condition, one inverter will be chosen by EMS to control the
frequency. The reference of this inverter will be calculated using the frequency model
in (4.1) to (4.4) to work in VCM (in this research, VCM means the weight of the
reference voltage in the cost function is larger than that of the reference current). The
references of other inverters will be still calculated using droop algorithm in (4.5) with
current and voltage measurements just like in grid-connected mode.

However, due to different loading conditions, the power supplied by the SB and MT
may not be sufficient to meet the power demand of the islanded microgrid. Therefore,
as illustrated in Figure 4-5, when the frequency drops until the frequency difference
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Δfls, which is the difference between the actual frequency of the microgrid and the
allowable lower frequency limit of 49.8 Hz, reaches a predetermined frequency
deviation threshold Δfth, the load shedding is activated. This load shedding scheme is
proposed as follows:


Shed ΔPth real power of the load demand when Δfls reaches Δfth. ΔPth is the
predetermined real power shedding step.



Shed Kls×ΔPth real power of the load demand when Δfls reaches Kls ×Δfth.
During this period, the non-critical load will be shed.



Shed 2Kls×ΔPth real power of the load demand when Δfls reaches 2Kls×Δfth.
During this period, some of the critical load will be shed.

The economic analysis of the load shedding can be found in [130], [131], which offer
possible ways to realize the proposed load shedding schedule with real-time pricing
and critical levels of load. The load shedding coefficient Kls is usually defined based
on historical data in a certain power system.

After the operations mentioned above, the proposed secondary frequency control will
be activated at t=Td to restore the frequency to the nominal value of 50 Hz. All the DG
units will continue to supply real power to the islanded microgrid according to the
optimal dispatch algorithm as detailed in (4.7).

Note that this microgrid is not designed to be working in islanded mode for too long as
it is an on-grid microgrid, grid connection is supposed to be resumed before the
islanded microgrid collapses. When grid connection is resumed, the microgrid is
assumed to work just as before islanding. This part can be easily realized as the grid is
considered as an infinite bus. This research will not engage this process.

For the coordinated control of voltage magnitude, it is essential for the microgrid to
compensate the reactive power locally to guarantee the upstream network working at
unity power factor. Therefore, at least one of the DG units’ capacity will be chosen to
be large enough to fully compensate the reactive power consumption of the load by
design. During grid-connected and islanded conditions, the reactive power will always
be supplied by the DG unit which is large enough to compensate it. This reactive
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power control is more straightforward and effective. Firstly, it does not require a
specific controller which saves processing resources. Secondly, by compensating the
reactive power all the time will guarantee the power factor of upstream network.
Lastly, the proposed MPC algorithm can handle this reactive power control effectively
as it only needs calculated references to control the inverters. This approach is
validated in Chapter 3.

4.6

Simulation Studies

Simulation studies are conducted to analyze the frequency of the islanding of the
microgrid with the EMS described above. The configuration of the microgrid under
study is shown in Figure 4-1, and the system parameters are given in Table 4-1. It is
assumed to be tested during a sunny daytime. The PV, which is always working at
maximum power point, is also chosen to be the one to compensate the reactive power
and to control the frequency during islanded condition by the EMS.

Table 4-1: Parameters Used in the Simulation Studies
Parameter

Value

Capacity of PV Power Generation

SPV_cap = 15 kVA

Capacity of SB Power Generation

SSB_cap = 10 kVA

Capacity of MT Power Generation

SMT_cap = 7.5 kVA

Relative Economic Factor of the SB

ESB = 1

Relative Economic Factor of the MT

EMT = 1.5

Local Load during Light Load

PL_l = 27 kW
QL_l = 9 kVAr

Local Load during Heavy Load

PL_h = 59 kW
QL_h = 12 kVAr

Nominal Voltage at PCC

vPCC = 230 Vrms(phase)

Nominal System Frequency

f0 = 50 Hz

Emulated Inertia Constant

H=3s

Emulated Load Damping Constant

D = 10

Inverter Internal Loss

Rloss = 0.01 Ω

Inductance of the LC Filter in Inverter

Lf = 1.2 mH
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Capacitance of the LC Filter in Inverter

Cf = 20 μF

Response Time of EMS

Tdl = 0.1 s

Time Interval for Secondary Frequency Control Td = 10 s

4.6.1

Droop Control Activating Frequency for PV

fd_PV = 50 Hz

Droop Control Activating Frequency for SB

fd_SB = 49.98 Hz

Droop Control Activating Frequency for MT

fd_MT = 49.90 Hz

Droop Control Setting for PV

Kd_PV = 0 kW/Hz

Droop Control Setting for SB

Kd_SB = -100 kW/Hz

Droop Control Setting for MT

Kd_MT = -100 kW/Hz

Frequency Deviation Threshold

Δfth = 0.2 Hz

Real Power Shedding Step

ΔPth = 5 kW

Load Shedding Coefficient

Kls = 2

Test Case 1: Islanding during Light Load Condition

During light load condition, the real power delivered by the PV in the microgrid is
able to supply a high percentage of the local load. In this test case, the real and reactive
power consumption of the local load are 27 kW and 9 kVAr respectively as shown in
Table 4-1. Within 15 s, the maximum power point of PV is assumed to be constant.

The real and reactive power delivered by the PV are shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7
respectively. It can be seen that for 0≤t<3 s, the PV DG unit is delivering its maximum
power output of 15 kVA with the real power generation of 12 kW and the reactive
power generation of 9 kVAr. Therefore, the grid provides the remaining 15 kW as
shown in Figure 4-6, and the reactive power of the load is fully supplied by the PV DG
unit shown in Figure 4-7. The real power delivered by the SB and MT are shown in
Figure 4-8. The frequency and the root mean square (RMS) values of the PCC voltage
are maintained at the nominal values of 50 Hz and 230 V respectively, as shown in
Figures 4-9 and 4-10 respectively.
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Figure 4-6: Real power delivered by the grid and PV in Test Case 1.

Figure 4-7: Reactive power delivered by the PV in Test Case 1.

Figure 4-8: Real power delivered by the SB and MT in Test Case 1.
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Figure 4-9: Frequency of the microgrid in Test Case 1.

Figure 4-10: RMS value of the PCC voltage in Test Case 1.
From Figure 4-9, it can be seen that the frequency stays at 50 Hz during gridconnected condition. The power generated by PV and the power supplied from
upstream network can supply all the consumption of the load. During this period of 15
s, the PV power generation is assumed to be constant.

At t=3 s, a fault occurs on the upstream network. As illustrated in Figure 4-1, CB1
trips, isolating the microgrid while sending a tripping signal to the EMS. As shown in
Figure 4-6, the real power delivered by the grid immediately decreases to zero.
However, as mentioned in Section 4.5, because of Tdl, for 3≤t<3.1 s, the DG inverter
of the PV still operates in CCM. With the implementation of the MPC algorithm, the
output current and voltage can still be maintained within their acceptable ranges.

It can be seen from Figure 4-9 enlarged frequency waveform for 3.0≤t≤3.1 s that
without the P-f droop control being activated, the frequency of the microgrid is
fluctuating below 50Hz but within the acceptable range of ±0.2 Hz [132]. This is
because the real power imbalance in the generation and demand intends to cause the
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frequency to drop, but the control algorithm of the PV inverter still tries to maintain
the frequency at the predetermined value of 50 Hz. If the proposed control strategy is
not implemented as mentioned in the previous sections, the frequency will continue to
fluctuate in a similar pattern, causing the PV DG unit to operate in overloading
condition as the generation is less than the demand.

The EMS receives the isolating command at t=3 s, for 3.1≤t≤13 s, the microgrid is
operating under the proposed control strategy. As described in Section 4.5, from t=3.1
s, the frequency of the microgrid is controlled by the DG inverter of the PV. As shown
in Figure 4-9, the frequency is controlled to decrease gradually which emulates the
effect of the inertia of a synchronous generator. In the meantime, the droop control
based MPC algorithm in the SB and MT operates in response to the frequency change
of the microgrid. As described in Table 4-1, the SB starts to supply real power to the
microgrid when the frequency drops to 49.98 Hz at t=3.51 s as shown in Figure 4-8.
The decrement of 0.02 Hz from the nominal 50 Hz can avoid the SB being activated
during a temporary frequency fluctuation. From Figure 4-8, it can be seen that when
the SB is delivering real power at its maximum output of 10 kW, the frequency of the
microgrid continues to decrease as shown in Figure 4-9. Therefore, when the
frequency drops to 49.9 Hz at t=4.76 s, the MT starts to deliver real power to the
microgrid as shown in Figure 4-8. With the MT continuously increasing its real power
generation to 5 kW, the frequency of the microgrid controlled by the DG inverter of
PV settles down to 49.85 Hz at t=9.69 s, which is within the acceptable range of ±0.2
Hz [132] as shown in Figure 4-9. With the proposed frequency control strategy, the
reactive power generation of PV remains at 9 kVAr both in grid-connected and
islanded conditions as shown in Figure 4-7. As the reactive power generation and
demand in the microgrid is always balanced, the RMS value of the PCC voltage is
maintained at 230 V for 3.1≤t≤13 s as shown in Figure 4-10.

The microgrid was islanded at t=3 s. After Td=10 s, the proposed secondary frequency
control is activated at t=13 s to restore the frequency of the microgrid to its nominal
value of 50 Hz as shown in Figure 4-9. The EMS uses the proposed optimal dispatch
algorithm (4.7) in Section 4.3 to determine the references of real power delivered by
the SB and MT. From Figure 4-8, it can be seen that the SB and MT deliver 9.2 kW
and 5.8 kW of real power to the microgrid respectively. The RMS value of the PCC
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voltage is still maintained at 230 V, which is shown in Figure 4-10, because the
reactive power generation of PV remains at 9 kVAr as shown in Figure 4-7. The
normal operation of the microgrid is therefore restored.

4.6.2

Test Case 2: Islanding during Heavy Load Condition

Under heavy load condition, the real power delivered by the PV can only supply 15%
(9 kW) of the load according to Table 4-1. The remaining 85% (50 kW) of the load is
supplied by the grid. For 0≤t<3 s, the real and reactive power delivered by the PV are
maintained at 9 kW and 12 kVAr respectively as shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12
respectively. The real power delivered by the grid is maintained at 50 kW as shown in
Figure 4-11. The SB and MT work at standby mode without any real power output,
which can be seen in Figure 4-13. The load stays at 59 kW which is shown in Figure
4-11. During this period, the frequency of the microgrid is maintained at 50 Hz, shown
in Figure 4-14. The RMS value of the PCC voltage will always be kept at 230 V
because of the adopted reactive power control in the PV inverter.

Figure 4-11: Real power delivered by the grid and PV, and load demand in Test Case 2.
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Figure 4-12: Reactive power delivered by the PV in Test Case 2.

Figure 4-13: Real power delivered by the SB and MT in Test Case 2.

Figure 4-14: Frequency of the microgrid in Test Case 2.
At t=3 s, a fault occurs on the upstream network. The microgrid operator islands the
microgrid to maintain its operation. It can be seen from Figure 4-11 that the real power
of 50 kW delivered by the grid drops to zero immediately. As described in Test Case 1,
for 3≤t<3.1 s, the DG inverter of PV still works as if it is still grid-connected, while
the proposed control strategy is not activated. The SB and MT are not delivering any
real power, which can be seen from Figure 4-13. The real power load demand stays at
59 kW as shown in Figure 4-11.
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It can be seen from Figure 4-14 that the frequency fluctuates below 50 Hz but within
the acceptable range of ±0.2 Hz [132]. If the proposed control strategy is not
implemented in this network, the frequency of the microgrid will continue to fluctuate
even with an imbalance between real power supply and demand.

For 3.1≤t≤13 s, the proposed droop control is activated. The SB starts to supply real
power at t=3.24 s as shown in Figure 4-13 when the frequency controlled by the DG
inverter of PV drops to f=49.98 Hz as shown in Figure 4-14. The MT starts to supply
real power to the microgrid at t=3.48 s when the frequency drops to 49.9 Hz as shown
in Figure 4-13. However, with the real power outputs of all the DG units (i.e., 9 kW
from the PV, 10 kW from the SB and 8 kW from the MT), the generation in the
microgrid cannot meet the real power load demand of 59 kW. The frequency of the
microgrid, which is controlled by the frequency model, continues to decrease as shown
in Figure 4-14. Therefore, load shedding is activated as explained in Section 4.5.

It can be observed from Figure 4-11 that three times of load shedding are performed
for 3≤t≤13 s according to the load shedding scheme presented in Section 4.5. At
t=3.92 s, the EMS sheds a load of 5 kW when f=49.6 Hz; at t=4.24 s, the EMS sheds a
load of 10 kW when f=49.4 Hz; and at t=5.18 s, the EMS sheds a load of 20 kW when
f=49.2 Hz. After the third load shedding, the frequency of the microgrid is restored to
49.82 Hz at t=10.75 s, which is within the acceptable range of ±0.2 Hz [132]. During
the process of restoring the frequency, the MT continues to adjust its operation
according to the P-f droop control until the generation meets the load demand as
shown in Figure 4-13.

For 3≤t≤13 s, the reactive power delivered by the PV remains at 12 kVAr as shown in
Figure 4-12, which is the reactive power load demand in this test case. Therefore, the
PCC voltage can be kept at 230 V similar to Test Case 1.

At t=13 s, the proposed secondary frequency control is activated to restore the
frequency of the microgrid to 50 Hz as in Test Case 1. With the implementation of the
optimal dispatch algorithm defined in (4.7), the SB and MT deliver 9.2 kW and 5.8
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kW of real power to the microgrid respectively. The frequency of the microgrid is then
restored back to its nominal value of 50 Hz as shown in Figure 4-14.

4.6.3

Test Case 3: Comparison between MPC and PR in SB discharging

As mentioned previously in Section 2.5, the advantage of MPC algorithm lies in the
fact that it is easy for advanced features and complicated centralized control strategies
to be included in the EMS as well as the improvements in DG inverter performance.

To verify the improvement in performance, an SB discharging test case is conducted
in simulation. The microgrid is working in grid-connected condition, and the EMS
sends a signal to the SB to discharge 7.5 kW to the load in order to meet the demand in
a centralized control approach. The DG inverter of the SB is controlled by the
proposed MPC algorithm and a fine-tuned PR control algorithm in this test case
scenario. The results are observed as shown in Figure 4-15.

Figure 4-15: Comparison between MPC and PR in real power delivered by the SB in
Test Case 3.
From Figure 4-15, it can be observed that:


Settling time: 3 cycles for the proposed MPC algorithm; 4 cycles for the PR
control algorithm.



Overshoot: 3.3% for the proposed MPC algorithm; 20% for the PR control
algorithm.



Tracking error: ±0.2% for the proposed MPC algorithm; ±1.7% for the PR
control algorithm.
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From this test case, it can be seen that the proposed MPC algorithm has a better
performance compared to the conventional PR control algorithm.

4.7

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, an inverter control strategy has been proposed for an islanded
microgrid with inverter-interfaced DG units. A frequency model has been proposed to
be incorporated into the EMS to emulate the frequency characteristics of a
synchronous generator. Frequency control methods, including the proposed P-f droop
control and secondary frequency control, have been implemented in the EMS of the
islanded microgrid. An EMS control strategy and a droop based MPC control
algorithm have also been proposed to sustain the normal operation of the islanded
microgrid. Simulation studies have been conducted to analyze the operation of an
islanded microgrid with the proposed control strategy. It has been shown that the
proposed control strategy can successfully maintain the operation of a microgrid
during islanded condition.
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CONTROL AND OPERATION OF A DC GRID
BASED WIND POWER GENERATION SYSTEM
IN A MICROGRID [133]

Nomenclature
Pwt,opt

Optimized wind power.

kopt

Optimized constant.

ωr,opt

Wind turbine speed for optimized power generation.

Cp,opt

Optimized power coefficient of the turbine.

ρ

Air density.

A

Area swept by the rotor blades.

λopt

Optimized tip speed ratio.

v

Wind speed.

Rb

Radius of the blade.

esa, esb, esc

Balanced three-phase AC voltage source to model the PMSG.

Rs

Series resistance of the PMSG.

Ls

Series inductance of the PMSG.

isa, isb, isc

Three-phase output currents of the PMSG.

Vdc

DC output voltage of the rectifier.

R

Inverter loss.

Lf and Cf

Inductance and capacitance of the LC filter of the inverter.

iDG

Inverter output current.

i

Current flowing through Lf.

iC f

Current flowing through Cf.

vDG

Inverter output voltage.

u

Control signal for the inverter.

Ts

Sampling time to discretize inverter model.

5.1

Introduction

Along with the discussion in the previous two chapters regarding the control of DG
inverter operation in microgrid, it can be seen that centralized approach and
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decentralized approach are tightly connected for AC microgrids. Even though to
achieve automation, decentralized strategy is preferred, a combination of centralized
and decentralized approach is necessary to maintain the operation of a microgrid
during both grid-connected and islanded conditions.

In this chapter, the study of control strategy of DG inverter operation extends to DC
microgrids. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the government of Singapore is looking for
possibilities to harness the excessive wind power generated by the cooling fans in
poultry farms to reduce the farms’ demand on the grid. An alternative solution using a
DC grid based distribution network where the AC outputs of the WGs in a poultry
farm are rectified to a common voltage at the DC grid is proposed in this research. The
most significant advantage of the proposed system is that only the voltage at the DC
grid has to be controlled for parallel operation of several WGs without the need to
synchronize the voltage, frequency and phase, thus allowing the WGs to be turned on
or off anytime without causing any disruptions.

5.2

5.2.1

System Description and Modeling

System Description

The overall configuration of the proposed DC grid based wind power generation
system for the poultry farm is shown in Figure 5-1. The system can operate either
connected to or islanded from the distribution grid and consists of four 10 kW
permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) which are driven by the variable
speed WTs. The PMSG is considered in this chapter because it does not require a DC
excitation system that will increase the design complexity of the control hardware. The
three-phase output of each PMSG is connected to a three-phase converter (i.e.,
converters A, B, C and D), which operates as a rectifier to regulate the DC output
voltage of each PMSG to the desired level at the DC grid. The aggregated power at the
DC grid is inverted by two inverters (i.e., inverters 1 and 2) with each rated at 40 kW.
Instead of using individual inverter at the output of each WG, the use of two inverters
between the DC grid and the AC grid is proposed. This architecture minimizes the
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need to synchronize the frequency, voltage and phase, reduces the need for multiple
inverters at the generation side, and provides the flexibility for the plug and play
connection of WGs to the DC grid. The availability of the DC grid will also enable the
supply of power to DC loads more efficiently by reducing another AC/DC conversion.

Figure 5-1: Overall configuration of the proposed DC grid based wind power
generation system in a microgrid.
The coordination of the converters and inverters is achieved through a centralized
EMS. The EMS controls and monitors the power dispatch by each wind generator and
the load power consumption in the microgrid through a centralized server. To prevent
excessive circulating currents between the inverters, the inverter output voltages of
inverters 1 and 2 are regulated to the same voltage. Through the EMS, the output
voltages of inverters 1 and 2 are continuously monitored to ensure that the inverters
maintain the same output voltages. The centralized EMS is also responsible for other
aspects of power management such as load forecasting, unit commitment, economic
dispatch and optimum power flow. Important information such as field measurements
from smart meters, transformer tap positions and CB status are all sent to the
centralized server for processing through wireline/wireless communication. During
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normal operation, the two inverters will share the maximum output from the PMSGs
(i.e., each inverter shares 20 kW). The maximum power generated by each wind
turbine is estimated from the optimal wind power Pwt,opt as follows [134]:

Pwt,opt  k opt (r ,opt ) 3

(5.1)

1
R 3
k opt  C p ,opt A(
)
2
opt

(5.2)

 r ,opt 

optv

(5.3)

Rb

where kopt is the optimized constant, ωr,opt is the wind turbine speed for optimum
power generation, Cp,opt is the optimum power coefficient of the turbine, ρ is the air
density, A is the area swept by the rotor blades, λopt is the optimum tip speed ratio, v is
the wind speed and R is the radius of the blade. When one inverter fails to operate or is
under maintenance, the other inverter can handle the maximum power output of 40
kW from the PMSGs. Thus the proposed topology offers increased reliability and
ensures continuous operation of the wind power generation system when either
inverter 1 or inverter 2 is disconnected from operation. An 80 Ah SB, which is sized
according to [135], is connected to the DC grid through a 40 kW bidirectional DC/DC
buck-boost converter to facilitate the charging and discharging operations when the
microgrid operates connected to or islanded from the grid. The energy constraints of
the SB in the proposed DC grid are determined based on the SOC limits given by

SOC min  SOC  SOC max

(5.4)

Although the SOC of the SB cannot be directly measured, it can be determined
through the estimation methods as detailed in [113], [136]. With the use of a DC grid,
the impact of fluctuations between power generation and demand can be reduced as
the SB can swiftly come online to regulate the voltage at the DC grid. During off-peak
periods when the electricity demand is low, the SB is charged up by the excess power
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generated by the WTs. Conversely, during peak periods when the electricity demand is
high, the SB will supplement the generation of the WTs to the loads.

5.2.2

System Operation

When the microgrid is operating connected to the distribution grid, the WTs in the
microgrid are responsible for providing local power support to the loads, thus reducing
the burden of power delivered from the grid. The SB can be controlled to achieve
different demand side management functions such as peak shaving and valley filling
depending on the time-of-use (TOU) prices of electricity and SOC of the SB [9], [35],
[137].

During islanded condition where the CBs disconnect the microgrid from the
distribution grid, the WTs and the SB are only available sources to supply the load
demand. The SB can supply for the deficit in real power to maintain the power balance
of the microgrid as follows:

Pwt  Psb  Ploss  Pl

(5.5)

where Pwt is the real power generated by the WTs, Psb is the real power supplied by SB
which is subjected to the constraint of the SB maximum power Psb,max that can be
delivered during discharging and is given by

Psb  Psb,max

(5.6)

Ploss is the system loss, and Pl is the real power that is supplied to the loads.
5.2.3

AC/DC Rectifier Modeling

Figure 5-2 shows the power circuit consisting of a PMSG which is connected to an
AC/DC voltage source rectifier. The PMSG is modeled as a balanced three-phase AC
voltage source esa, esb, esc with series resistance Rs and inductance Ls [138], [139]. As
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shown in [129], the state equations for the PMSG currents isa, isb, isc and the DC output
voltage Vdc of the converter can be expressed as follows:

Ls

dis
  Rs is  es  KSVdc
dt

(5.7)

dVdc
T
 is S  I dc
dt

(5.8)

C

where is  isa
S  S a

Sb

isb

isc  ; es  esa
T

esb

esc 

T

 2 / 3  1 / 3  1 / 3
; K   1 / 3 2 / 3  1 / 3 ;
 1 / 3  1 / 3 2 / 3 

S c  is the AC/DC rectifier switching functions which are defined as
T

1, S j is ON
Sj  
0, S j is OFF

for j  a, b, c

(5.9)

Figure 5-2: Power circuit of a PMSG connected to an AC/DC voltage source rectifier.
5.2.4

DG Inverter Modeling

The two 40kW three-phase DG inverters which connect the DC grid to the PCC are
identical, and the single-phase representation of the three-phase DG inverter is shown
in Figure 5-3. To derive a state-space model for the inverter, Kirchhoff’s voltage and
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current laws are applied to loop i and point x respectively, and the following equations
are obtained:

Lf

di
 iR  v DG  uVdc
dt
iDG  i  iC f

(5.10)

(5.11)

where Vdc is the DC grid voltage, u is the control signal, R is the inverter loss, Lf and Cf
are the inductance and capacitance of the low-pass filter (LPF) respectively, iDG is the
inverter output current, i is the current flowing through Lf, iC f is the current flowing
through Cf, and vDG is the inverter output voltage.

Figure 5-3: Single-phase representation of the three-phase DG inverter.
During grid-connected condition, the inverters are connected to the distribution grid
and are operated in the CCM because the magnitude and the frequency of the output
voltage are tied to the grid voltage. Thus, the discrete state-space equations for the
inverter model operating in the CCM can be expressed with sampling time Ts as
follows:

x g (k  1)  Ag x g (k )  Bg1v g (k )  Bg 2u g (k )

(5.12)
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y g (k )  C g x g (k )  Dg v g (k )

(5.13)

where the subscript g represents the inverter model during grid-connected condition, k
is the discretized present time step, and

Ag  1 


T 
V
R
Ts ; Bg1  0  s  ; Bg 2  dc Ts ;
Lf
Lf
L f 


C f
C g  1 ; Dg  
 Ts



Cf 
;
Ts 

xg(k) = i(k) is the state vector; v g (k )  vDG (k  1) vDG (k ) is the exogenous input;
T

ug(k) is the control signal with -1 ≤ ug(k) ≤ 1; and yg(k) = iDG(k) is the output. The
exogenous input of the inverter output voltage can be calculated using state estimation.
In this chapter, the grid is set as a large power system, which means that the grid
voltage is a stable three-phase sinusoidal voltage. Hence, when operating in the CCM,
a three-phase sinusoidal signal can be directly used as the exogenous input.

During islanded condition, the inverters will be operated in the VCM. The voltage of
the PCC will be maintained by the inverters when the microgrid is islanded from the
grid. As compared to Ts, the rate of change of the inverter output current is much
slower. Therefore, the following assumption is made when deriving the state-space
equations for the inverter operating in the VCM [140]:

di DG
0
dt

(5.14)

Based on the above mentioned assumption, the discrete state-space equations of the
inverter model operating in the VCM can be expressed as follows:

xi (k  1)  Ai xi (k )  Bi ui (k )

(5.15)

yi (k )  Ci xi (k )

(5.16)
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where the subscript i represents the model of the inverter during islanded condition
and
R

1  L Ts
f

T
s
Ai  
 L
f

0





Ts
Lf
1
0


0 

V
Ts 
; Bi   dc Ts

Cf 
 L f

1 



0 0 ; Ci  0 1 0 ;


xi (k )  i(k ) vDG (k ) iDG (k ) is the state vector; ui(k) is the control signal with -1 ≤
T

ui(k) ≤ 1; and yi(k) = vDG(k) is the output. During islanded condition, the inverters are
required to deliver all the available power from the PMSGs to the loads. Therefore,
only the inverter output voltage is controlled and the output current is determined from
the amount of available power.

5.3

5.3.1

Control Design

Control Design for the AC/DC Rectifier

Figure 5-4 shows the configuration of the proposed controller for each AC/DC voltage
source rectifier which is employed to maintain the DC output voltage Vdc of each
converter and compensate for any variation in Vdc due to any power imbalance in the
DC grid. The power imbalance will induce a voltage error (Vdc*  Vdc ) at the DC grid,
which is then fed into a PI controller to generate a current reference id* for id to track.
To eliminate the presence of high frequency switching ripples at the DC grid, Vdc is
first passed through a first-order LPF. The current iq is controlled to be zero so that the
PMSG only delivers real power. The current errors ∆id and ∆iq are then converted into
the abc frame and fed into a PR controller to generate the required control signals
using PWM generator.
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Figure 5-4: Configuration of the proposed controller for the AC/DC converter.

5.3.2

Control Design for the DG Inverter

In order for the microgrid to operate in both grid-connected and islanded modes of
operation, a model-based controller using MPC is proposed for the control of the
inverters. MPC is a model-based controller and adopts a receding horizon approach in
which the optimization algorithm will compute a sequence of control actions to
minimize the selected objectives for the whole control horizon, but only execute the
first control action for the inverter. At the next time step, the optimization process is
repeated based on new measurements over a shifted prediction horizon. By doing so,
MPC can make the output track the reference at the next step, as well as plan and
correct its control signals along the control process. This will guarantee a better
transient response compared to conventional PID/PR controllers [129], [140]. To
derive the control algorithm for the inverters, the state-space equations are transformed
into augmented state-space equations by defining the incremental variables in the
following format:
 (k )   (k )   (k  1)

(5.17)

where ξ represents each variable in the inverter model, such as vDG, iDG, i and u as
shown in Figure 5-3.
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By defining the incremental variables, the augmented state-space model for the
inverter model operating in the CCM during grid-connected condition can be
expressed as follows:
X g (k  1)  Ag _ aug X g (k )  Bg1 _ augVg (k )  Bg 2 _ augU g (k )

(5.18)

Yg (k )  C g _ aug X g (k )

(5.19)

where

Ag _ aug



0
 0
 ; Bg1 _ aug  
 Cf
1
 T


 s

R

1  L Ts
f

R
1 
T
 Lf s


C g _ aug  0 1

Ts
Lf
T
 s
Lf


0
Cf
Ts

X g (k )  i(k ) iDG (k )

T

;


Vdc

 L Ts
 ; Bg 2 _ aug   f

Vdc T

L s
 f

is

the

Vdc 
Ts
Lf 
;
Vdc 

Ts
L f 


state

vector;

Vg (k )  vDG (k  2) vDG (k  1) vDG (k ) is the exogenous input; Ug(k) = ∆ug(k)
T

is the control signal; and Yg(k) = iDG(k) is the output.

Similarly, the augmented state-space model for the inverter model operating in the
VCM during islanded condition can be expressed as follows:
X i (k  1)  Ai _ aug X i (k )  Bi _ augU i (k )

(5.20)

Yi (k )  Ci _ aug X i (k )

(5.21)

where

Ai _ aug

R

1  L Ts
f

T

s
  Lf

0

T
s

 L f



Ts
Lf
1
0
1

0
Ts
Lf
1
Ts
Lf




0
Vdc 

 L Ts 

 f 
0
 ; Bi _ aug   0  ; Ci _ aug  0 0 0 1 ;

 0 
0


1
 0 


X i (k )  i(k ) vDG (k ) iDG (k ) vDG (k ) is the state vector; Ui(k) = ∆ui(k) is the
T

control signal; and Yi(k) = vDG(k) is the output.
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For the control of the two augmented models in the CCM and the VCM, the following
cost function is solved using quadratic programming in the proposed MPC algorithm
[140]:
J  ( Rs  Y j )T ( Rs  Y j )  U Tj QU j

(5.22)

 1  u j (k )  1

(5.23)

subject to the constraint

where Rs is the set-point matrix, Q is the tuning matrix for the desired closed-loop
performance, Yj is the output of either the augmented model in the CCM or VCM (i.e.,
Yg or Yi), Uj is the control signal of either the augmented model in the CCM or VCM
(i.e., Ug or Ui). The first part of the cost function is to compare the output of the
augmented model Yj with the reference Rs and to ensure that the output tracks the
reference with minimum error. The second part of the cost function is to calculate the
weighted factor of the control signal and to ensure that the control signal generated by
the MPC algorithm is within the constraints. The quadratic programming will ensure
that the optimal solution for the control signal deviation Δu is achieved while
minimizing the cost function J. After the control signal u is generated by the MPC
algorithm, it will be applied to the DG inverter as shown in Figure 5-3.

5.4

Numerical Simulation Analysis

The simulation model of the proposed DC grid based wind power generation system
shown in Figure 5-1 is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink. The effectiveness of the
proposed design concept is evaluated under different operating conditions when the
microgrid is operating in the grid-connected or islanded mode of operation. The
system parameters are given in Table 5-1. The impedances of the distribution line are
obtained from [121]. In practical implementations, the values of the converter and
inverter loss resistance are not precisely known. Therefore, these values have been
coarsely estimated.
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Table 5-1: Parameters of the Proposed System
Parameter

Value

Distribution grid voltage

vg = 230 V (phase)

DC grid voltage

Vdc = 500 V

PMSG stator impedance

Rs = 0.2 Ω, Ls = 2.4 mH

Distribution line impedance

Rℓ = 7.5 mΩ, Lℓ = 25.7 μH

Inverter LC filter

Lf = 1.2 mH, Cf = 20 μF

Converter capacitor

C = 300 μF

Converter and inverter loss resistance R = 1 mΩ

5.4.1

Load 1 rating

PL1 =35 kW, QL1 =8 kVAr

Load 2 rating

PL2 =25 kW, QL2 =4 kVAr

Test Case 1: Failure of One Inverter During Grid-Connected
Condition

When the microgrid is operating in the grid-connected condition of operation, the
proposed wind power generation system will supply power to meet part of the load
demand. Under normal operating condition, the total power generated by the PMSGs
at the DC grid is converted by inverters 1 and 2 which will share the total power
supplied to the loads. When one of the inverters fails to operate and needs to be
disconnected from the DC grid, the other inverter is required to handle all the power
generated by the PMSGs. In this test case, an analysis on the microgrid operation
when one of the inverters is disconnected from operation is conducted.

With each PMSG generating about 5.5 kW of real power, the total power generated by
the four PMSGs is about 22 kW which is converted by inverters 1 and 2 into 20 kW
and 8 kVAr of real and reactive power respectively. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the
waveforms of the real and reactive power delivered by inverters 1 and 2 for 0≤t<0.4 s
respectively. For 0≤t<0.2 s, both inverters 1 and 2 are in operation and each inverter
delivers about 10 kW of real power and 4 kVAr of reactive power to the loads. The
remaining real and reactive power that is demanded by the loads is supplied by the
grid which is shown in Figure 5-7. It can be seen from Figure 5-7 that the grid delivers
40 kW of real power and 4 kVAr of reactive power to the loads for 0≤t<0.2 s. The
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total real and reactive power supplied to the loads is about 60 kW and 12 kVAr as
shown in the power waveforms of Figure 5-8. The unsteady measurements observed in
the power waveforms for 0≤t<0.08 s are because the controller requires a period of
about 4 cycles to track the power references during the initialization period. As
compared to conventional control strategies, it can be observed that the proposed MPC
algorithm is able to quickly track and settle to the power reference. This is attributed to
the optimization of the inverters through the model-based MPC control. Essentially,
model-based control schemes are able to take into account the system parameters such
that the overall performance can be optimized.

Figure 5-5: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by inverter 1.
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Figure 5-6: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by inverter 2.

Figure 5-7: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by the grid.
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Figure 5-8: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power consumed by the loads.
At t=0.2 s, inverter 1 fails to operate and is disconnected from the microgrid, resulting
in a loss of 10 kW of real power and 4 kVAr of reactive power supplied to the loads.
As shown in Figure 5-5, the real and reactive power supplied by inverter 1 is
decreased to zero in about half a cycle after inverter 1 is disconnected. This
undelivered power causes a sudden power surge in the DC grid which corresponds to a
voltage rise at t=0.2 s as shown in Figure 5-9. To ensure that the load demand is met,
the grid automatically increases its real and reactive power generation to 50 kW and 8
kVAr respectively at t=0.2 s, as shown in Figure 5-7. At t=0.26 s, the EMS of the
microgrid increases the reference real and reactive power supplied by inverter 2 to 20
kW and 8 kVAr respectively. A delay of 3 cycles is introduced to cater for the
response time of the EMS to the loss of inverter 1. As shown in Figure 5-6, inverter 2
manages to increase its real and reactive power supplied to the loads to 20 kW and 8
kVAr for 0.26≤t<0.4 s. At the same time, the grid decreases its real and reactive power
back to 40 kW and 4 kVAr as shown in Figure 5-7 respectively. The power balance in
the microgrid is restored after 3 cycles from t=0.26 s. It is observed from Figure 5-9
that the voltage at the DC grid corresponds to a voltage dip at t=0.26 s due to the
increase in power drawn by inverter 2 and then returns to its nominal value of 500 V
for 0.26≤t<0.4 s. As observed in Figure 5-8, at t=0.26 s, the changes in power
delivered by inverter 2 and the grid also cause a transient in the load power.
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Figure 5-9: DC grid voltage.
5.4.2

Test Case 2: Connection of AC/DC Rectifier during Grid-Connected
Condition

The most significant advantage of the proposed DC grid based wind power generation
system is that it facilitates the connection of any PMSGs to the microgrid without the
need to synchronize their voltage and frequency. This capability is demonstrated in
this case study.

The microgrid operates connected to the grid and PMSG A is disconnected from the
DC grid for 0≤t<0.2 s as shown in Figure 5-1. The real power generated from each of
the remaining three PMSGs is maintained at 5.5 kW and their aggregated real power
of 16.5 kW at the DC grid is converted by inverters 1 and 2 into 14 kW of real power
and 8 kVAr of reactive power. As shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-11, each inverter
delivers real and reactive power of 7 kW and 4 kVAr to the loads respectively. The
rest of the real and reactive power demand of the loads is supplied by the grid as
shown in Figure 5-12. It can be seen from Figure 5-12 that the grid delivers 46 kW of
real power and 4 kVAr of reactive power to the loads.
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Figure 5-10: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by inverter 1.

Figure 5-11: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by inverter 2.
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Figure 5-12: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by the grid.
At t=0.2 s, PMSG A which generates real power of 5.5 kW is connected to the DC
grid. This causes a sudden power surge at the DC grid and results in a voltage rise at
t=0.2 s as shown in the voltage waveform of Figure 5-13. At t=0.26 s, the EMS
increases the real power delivered by each inverter to 10 kW while the reactive power
supplied by each inverter remains unchanged at 4 kVAr as shown in Figures 5-10 and
5-11. This causes a momentarily dip in the DC grid voltage at t=0.26 s as observed in
Figure 5-13 which is then restored back to its nominal voltage of 500 V for 0.26≤t<0.4
s. The grid also simultaneously decreases its supply to 40 kW of real power for
0.26≤t<0.4 s while its reactive power remains constant at 4 kVAr as shown in Figure
5-12.

Figure 5-13: DC grid voltage.
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5.4.3

Test Case 3: Islanded condition

When the microgrid operates islanded from the distribution grid, the total generation
from the PMSGs will be insufficient to supply for all the load demand. Under this
condition, the SB is required to dispatch the necessary power to ensure that the
microgrid continues to operate stably. The third case study shows the microgrid
operation when it islands from the grid.

The microgrid is initially operating in the grid-connected condition. The grid is
supplying real power of 40 kW and reactive power of 4 kVAr to the loads for 0≤t<0.2
s as shown in Figure 5-14 while each inverter is delivering real power of 10 kW and
reactive power of 4 kVAr to the loads as shown in Figures 5-15 and 5-16. At t=0.2 s,
the microgrid is disconnected from the distribution grid by the CBs due to a fault
occurring in the upstream network of the distribution grid. It can be seen from Figure
5-14 that the CBs fully separate the microgrid from the grid in about half a cycle,
resulting in zero real and reactive power supplied by the grid for 0.2≤t<0.4 s. With the
loss of power supply from the grid, the power imbalance between the generation and
load demand is detected by the EMS. To maintain the stability of the microgrid, the
SB is tasked by the EMS to supply real power of 40 kW at t=0.26 s as shown in Figure
5-17. At the same time, the real and reactive power delivered by each inverter is also
increased by the EMS to 30 kW and 6 kVAr as shown in Figures 5-15 and 5-16
respectively. Figure 5-18 shows the DC grid voltage where slight voltage fluctuations
are observed at t=0.26 s. The initial voltage rise at t=0.26 s is due to the power
supplied by the SB while the subsequent voltage dip is due to the increase in power
drawn by the inverters.
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Figure 5-14: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by the grid.

Figure 5-15: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by inverter 1.
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Figure 5-16: Real (top) and reactive (bottom) power delivered by inverter 2.

Figure 5-17: Real power delivered by SB.

Figure 5-18: DC grid voltage.
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5.5

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the design of a DC grid based wind power generation system in a
microgrid that enables parallel operation of several wind generators in a poultry farm
has been presented. As compared to conventional wind power generation systems, the
proposed microgrid architecture eliminates the need for voltage and frequency
synchronization, thus allowing the wind generators to be switched on or off with
minimal disturbances to the microgrid operation. The design concept has been verified
through various test scenarios to demonstrate the operational capability of the
proposed microgrid and the simulation results has shown that the proposed design
concept is able to offer increased flexibility and reliability to the operation of the
microgrid. However, the proposed control design still requires further experimental
validation because measurement errors due to inaccuracies of the voltage and current
sensors, and modeling errors due to variations in actual system parameters such as
distribution line and transformer impedances will affect the performance of the
controller in practical implementation. In addition, MPC relies on the accuracy of
model establishment, hence further research on improving the controller robustness to
modeling inaccuracy is required. The simulation results obtained and the analysis
performed in this chapter serve as a basis for the design of a DC grid based wind
power generation system in a microgrid.
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

As more and more concerns are being raised because of the energy problem the world
is facing, the integration of RESs and other kinds of DG units is critical, and it is
becoming more and more common in different areas within different projects.
Recognition of the microgrid concept has reached a new level worldwide.
Demonstration projects and dedicated research works have investigated the different
aspects of using AC and DC microgrids to integrate different DG units. To sustain the
operation and improve the performance of different microgrids, various control
strategies have been proposed. This is especially the case for DG inverters, which are
one of the most common components in microgrids that are used to connect different
DG units to the distribution network.

Centralized and decentralized approaches are used as ways to control inverter
operations in microgrids, and their performances to maintain the operation of
microgrids in different situations are analyzed. A centralized control strategy can
control the operation of DG inverters in a more optimized manner. Various advanced
algorithms can be used to perform optimization in a centralized way to control the
operation of DG inverters. This results in an optimal operation in the microgrid, but it
also places a heavy burden and a large responsibility on the communication network.
To achieve autonomy, decentralized control strategy is used to control the operation of
DG inverters in a localized manner. Usually, modified versions of traditional PI/PR
control algorithms are used to enable the DG inverters to generate their own control
signals within the local inverter controllers. The biggest challenge of decentralized
control strategy is that microgrid will have low or no mechanical inertia during
islanded condition when decentralized control strategy usually relies on local
measurements, such as frequency, voltage, or power. To solve this problem, some
research works are proposed using centralized control strategies or decentralized
control strategies. In general, centralized and decentralized control strategies have
their own advantages and disadvantages. This makes this topic interesting and worth
investigating.
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In addition to different approaches used to control the operation of DG inverters,
special attention is also given to the different operating conditions of the microgrid,
i.e., grid-connected and islanded conditions. During both operating conditions, the
operation of the microgrid needs to be sustained by controlling the operation of the
DG inverters. During grid-connected condition, a microgrid is connected to the
upstream distribution network which is considered to be an infinite bus with large
power and energy capacities. During islanded condition, the control of the DG inverter
operation is vital as DG inverters are the only components that can supply power
generated from the DG units to the islanded microgrids.

Chapter 3 investigated the parallel operation of DG inverters in an AC microgrid, and
it proposed a centralized control strategy with an MPC based local inverter control and
a centralized control strategy in the EMS. The proposed MPC algorithm decomposed
the DG inverter local control problem into two subproblems, i.e., steady-state
subproblem and transient subproblem. By doing so, the MPC algorithm was able to
track the reference control signals for the fast sampling LTI systems. A Kalman filter
was introduced in the MPC algorithm to estimate the exogenous states that are needed
for the optimization problem. Consequently, the Kalman filter could improve the
power quality of the microgrid by enabling harmonic compensation for the harmonic
currents of the load. In the various simulation test cases conducted in
MATLAB/Simulink, the centralized control strategy proposed in the EMS was able to
use the proposed MPC algorithm to accurately determine the power sharing between
the different DG inverters during grid-connected and islanded conditions. Additionally,
the impact of increasing the load in the distribution network on the PCC voltage was
investigated in the proposed AC microgrid configuration. It was observed that the
increments in real and reactive power load demand resulted in a significant drop in the
PCC voltage. Moreover, the fault level due to the integration of DG units through the
proposed microgrid was investigated as well. It verified that the increase in the fault
currents would possibly result in using more expensive circuit breakers and
distribution lines with larger capacities in comparison to a distribution network
without DG units.

To further investigate the operation of DG inverters especially in an islanded AC
microgrid with inverter-interfaced DG units that have no mechanical inertia, Chapter 4
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proposed a combined centralized and decentralized control strategy with a frequency
droop based MPC DG inverter local control algorithm and a control strategy with a
proposed load shedding scheme in the EMS. The frequency droop based MPC
algorithm would allow most of the DG inverters to perform decentralized frequency
droop control with one DG inverter controlling the frequency of the microgrid by
receiving the reference control signal from the central controller. The proposed control
strategy in the EMS would use the proposed frequency model, the frequency control
method including the primary frequency control and the modified secondary frequency
control, and the proposed load shedding scheme to maintain the operation of the DG
inverters in an islanded AC microgrid. Several simulation test cases were conducted to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed combined centralized and decentralized
control strategy. The results proved that the DG inverters can operate effectively in an
islanded AC microgrid with inverter-interfaced DG units.

Extending the study of the control of the inverter operation from AC microgrids to DC
microgrids, Chapter 5 proposed a double-inverter configuration for a DC microgrid in
order to harness the excessive wind energy in a poultry farm. The proposed
configuration eliminated the need for voltage and frequency synchronization when
integrating WTs, and it improved the system reliability in comparison to the single
inverter configuration. In addition to the proposed microgrid configuration, an MPC
algorithm was proposed for the CCM control and the VCM control of the two DG
inverters. Through several simulation studies, the proposed DC microgrid
configuration with the MPC control algorithm was able to maintain the operation of
the microgrid under different situations. The results proved that the proposed
configuration and the control of the inverter operation could offer increased flexibility
and reliability to the operation of a DC microgrid.

This thesis also considered a few grid support functions of the DG inverters in gridconnected condition. Chapter 3 investigated the use of DG inverters for harmonic
compensation. Chapter 4 analyzed the frequency control for frequency regulation.
Chapters 4 and 5 studied the emergency power supply function when the microgrids
are disconnected from the grid to operate in islanded condition.
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6.2

Recommendations for Future Research

Based on the limitations and the development of microgrid solutions, here list some of
the areas and topics for future research works on inverter operation and microgrid
solution:
1. As it can be observed that the proposed control strategies for inverter
operations are only verified through simulation studies. It is not representative
when it comes to hardware implementation. Therefore, the next step would be
building the proposed AC and DC microgrids using hardware experiments or
even in an experimental test bed. Control strategies and control algorithms
proposed would need to be incorporated in the EMS central control and local
programmable logic controllers to verify the performances through
experimental results. Only when these control strategies are verified through
real hardware setups, their feasibility and effectiveness can be proved. An
example could be the high PV penetration in Singapore, which could cause
potential stability problems. Singapore government plans to install rooftop PVs
to 350 MW by 2020. Considering the intermittency of the PV and the loss of
PV power generation due to weather conditions, the system voltage and
frequency will be affected. To potentially overcome this problem, Energy
Market Authority of Singapore launched a grant call in 2016 for testing a 2
MW battery test bed in a 22 KVA substation. The main objective of this test
bed is to understand the feasibility of deploying grid-level energy storage
technologies to overcome the intermittency problem and to regulate the voltage
and frequency.
2. Apart from grid-connected and islanded conditions, the transition period of the
islanding process from grid-connected condition to islanded condition is worth
investigating. Different control strategies are usually applied in grid-connected
and islanded conditions. Therefore, during the transition period, due to the
limitation resulted from the response time of sensors and power electronic
devices, large voltage drop or frequency drop may occur in the microgrid as
the DG inverters are still in the operating mode which is used in grid-connected
condition. Especially during unexpected islanding process, the circuit breaker
which links the microgrid with the upstream distribution network may open in
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a very short time to prevent the microgrid from collapse. This problem could
be tackled in several different ways. One possible solution is to define a novel
control strategy and algorithm for the grid-connected condition which can also
sustain the operation of the microgrid during islanded condition. Additionally,
as this thesis has only conducted analysis on applying the proposed control
strategies in steady-state conditions, transient studies need to be carried out to
verify different control strategies.
3. During the transition from grid-connected to isolated condition, other than the
voltage and frequency drop problem, another critical issue is for DG inverters
to maintain the voltage magnitude and phase with reference to that of the load
voltage. Before the microgrid is islanded from the upstream distribution
network, the DG inverters in the microgrid are working in CCM. They rely on
the upstream distribution network to provide the voltage reference. When the
circuit breaker that links the microgrid and the upstream distribution network
opens, the DG inverters suddenly lose the voltage reference, and they are
required to work in VCM to maintain the voltage. Therefore, how to maintain
the magnitude and phase of the DG inverter output voltage with that of the load
voltage is very crucial for the islanded microgrid. This problem would require
further research to find the best control strategy to guarantee the islanding
process is smooth.
4. Fault level study is very important for the design of protection system for the
microgrid. In this thesis, Chapter 3 has demonstrated the increase of fault level
in a microgrid. More detailed studies and experiments need to be conducted to
address this issue in detail. Possible solutions could be proposed and verified to
solve this issue in a microgrid with various kinds of DG units.
5. For a DC microgrid that uses multiple DG inverters to connect the DC bus to
AC bus, coordination between DG inverters is very important. In this thesis,
the double-inverter configuration is controlled by a centralized MPC algorithm
for the coordination. However, in a more complicated situation with three and
more DG inverters, a more advanced control algorithm can be developed to
coordinate and control all the inverters, such as master and slave control
algorithm, or decentralized control algorithm. This research would greatly
benefit the operation of multiple DG inverters in a DC microgrid to improve its
reliability.
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